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ULTIMATUM és un projecte editorial que 
té com a objectiu demostrar que el canvi 
climàtic existeix i pretén fer reflexionar a  
la humanitat del perill que suposa no actuar 
ràpidament davant aquest problema.

Consisteix en una revista monotemàtica 
trimestral dirigida a un públic global no 
especialitzat en ciència. Cada reportatge que 
conforma la revista s’adapta al tema tractat, 
influenciant així la direcció d’art i el disseny 
de cada un. 

Palabras clave

Cambio climático 
Impacto humano 
Conscienciación 
Infografía 
Diseño editorial

ULTIMATUM es un proyecto editorial que 
tiene como objetivo demostrar que el cambio 
climático existe y pretende hacer reflexionar 
a la humanidad sobre el peligro que supone 
no actuar rápidamente frente este problema.

Consiste en una revista monotemática 
trimestral dirigida a un público global no 
especializado en ciencia. Cada reportaje 
que conforma la revista se adapta al tema 
tratado, influyendo así la dirección de arte  
y el diseño de cada uno.

Key words

Climate change 
Human impact 
Awareness 
Infographic 
Editorial design

ULTIMATUM is an editorial project that aims 
to demonstrate that climate change exists 
and aims to make humanity reflect on this 
subject about the danger that supooses not 
acting quickly against this problem.

It consists of a monothematic quarterly 
magazine aimed at a global audience not 
specialized in science. Each report that 
makes up the magazine is adapted to the 
topic, influencing the direction of art and 
design of each one.
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1.1. Tema

L’esperit d’aquest projecte es pot resumir 
com el retrat objectiu i detallat del planeta 
Terra en relació a l’actitud destructora 
dels éssers humans, sobretot d’aquells que 
han habitat o habiten en els països més 
desenvolupats. 

Aquest retrat es duu a terme amb la creació 
d’una nova revista, que parla de fets i 
evidències científiques, però no va dirigida 
a científics. El contingut és tractat d’una 
manera clara, directa i molt expressiva 
perquè tothom, tingui la formació que 
tingui, pugui ser conscient de la realitat 
actual del planeta.

L’objectiu principal d’aquesta revista no és 
proporcionar solucions a aquest problema 
mediambiental, si no posar davant dels ulls 
de la humanitat els efectes devastadors que 
ja està patint el planeta. Demostrar que el 
canvi climàtic no és un problema més, i que 
si no se li posa fi immediatament, aquest 
problema s’emportarà a tots els altres. 

Desforestació de 
l’Amazònia, Rondonia 
(Brasil), any 2001.

1. Introducció 6 
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1.2. Context

Ja no hi ha marxa enrere, el món es va 
destruint, a poc a poc, però es va destruint.  
Ja no hi ha lloc per a l’actitud d’indeferència. 
El nostre futur està en joc. Sí, és el nostre 
futur, i no el de les generacions posteriors. 
Margaret Beckett, ministra britànica 
d’Ambient, afirmava l’any 2002, que feia 
temps que sabíem de l’impacte que el canvi 
climàtic tindria en les generacions dels 
nostres fills i néts. Però, ara, ens hem de 
preocupar per nosaltres mateixos. D’aquesta 
declaració han passat més de 15 anys, però 
sembla que la societat segueix amb el mateix 
sistema econòmic consumista i destructor. 

Per part de diferents governs, han presentat 
petites solucions per fer front el problema, 
com per exemple reciclar més, conduir 
menys, oferir ajudes per a cotxes elèctrics, 
etc. El problema és que, com que de 
moment, no sentim que el problema ens 
afecti directament a nosaltres, ens sentim 
aliens al tema, no som eficaços amb les 
solucions. No li donem gaire importància 
a totes aquelles evidències que fa anys han 
anat anunciant els científics d’arreu del món. 
La realitat és que més de 2.000 científics de 
les Nacions Unides han arribat a la mateixa 
conclusió: els humans hem canviat el 
clima. Durant el transcurs dels últims 300 
anys, les estacions de l’any han començat a 
transformar-se, i ara estan canviant a una 
velocitat sense precedents.  

El 1995, la Comunitat Mundial de 
Climatòlegs, va declarar per primera 
vegada que havia detectat una influència 
humana en el clima. El 2001, el IPCC (Panell 
Intergovernamental sobre el Canvi Climàtic 
de les Nacions Unides), conclogué que el 
clima estava canviant molt més ràpid del 
que havien previst. Les evidències són clares: 
l’ecosistema del Mar del Nord està col·lapsat 
per l’augment de la temperatura de l’aigua, 
cada cop hi ha més inundacions, tempestes 
més fortes, sequeres que cremen les terres 
de cultius, oceans més àcids, les espècies 
estan migrant a indrets més freds per 
sobreviure, etc. 

Tanmateix, els associats al sector econòmic, 
han negat la realitat de l’escalfament 
global des d’un principi. Durant anys, han 
destinat milions d’euros al desenvolupament 
i exageració d’una tesi per justificar que 
l’escalfament global és un fenomen natural 
que no té res a veure amb l’acció de l’home. 
Afirmen que al llarg de tota la història 
del planeta, el clima sempre ha sofert 
alteracions i grans períodes d’inestabilitats,  
i que actualment s’està vivint una d’aquestes 
alteracions naturals. Presidents amb gran 
ressò mediàtic com Donald Trump, que 
declara que el canvi climàtic no existeix cada 
cop que cau neu sobre Nova York, no ajuden 
a trobar solucions al gran problema. 

Els descobriments i estudis científics 
mostren tot el contrari en relació al que 
afirmen els del sector econòmic. Thomas 
Crownley va demostrar que des de l’any 1000 
fins al segle XIX, el clima en realitat estava 
refredant-se lleugerament, i en canvi en els 
últims 150 anys, després de l’adveniment 
de l’era industrial a finals del segle XIX, 
la temperatura es va disparar a l’alça a un 
ritme mai vist. Evidències com aquestes 
n’hi ha un munt. El problema és que moltes 
vegades els dirigents dels nostres països no 
estan preocupats per aquest assumpte ni 
tampoc els hi interessa, per beneficis propis. 

El deteriorament del planeta terra és real.  
El canvi climàtic és irreversible. Ross 
Gelbspan explicava que, encara que es 
paressin totes les fàbriques que consumeixen 
energia no renovable, que paréssim 
d’utilitzar automòbils de gasolina o dièsel, 
si es parés tot, ja és massa tard per aturar el 
canvi del planeta. El món no podrà continuar 
sent tal com el coneixem. Així doncs, què 
ens espera? Reflexionar i actuar.

1. Introducció 7 
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1.3. Usuari

El públic objectiu del projecte és la 
humanitat en general, però sobretot 
va dirigit als habitants dels països 
desenvolupats, que tinguin un cert interès 
pel canvi climàtic però que en cap cas  
no són experts en el tema. 

Ens centrem en aquests països perquè són 
més responsables de la situació actual del 
planeta i són els que tenen els recursos i 
les habilitats per poder atenuar i redirigir 
la situació. Molts són habitants que estan 
governats per presidents incapaços d’aplicar 
mesures per afrontar aquest problema de 
caràcter mundial. Per tant, com més ben 
informats estiguin els habitants d’aquests 
països, podran demanar més reformes 
mediambientals  raonades i argumentades.

No s’està excloent els habitants dels països 
en desenvolupament perquè siguin menys 
capaços, si no perquè aquests ja són més 
conscients de la gravetat del problema donat 
que ja estan patint les conseqüències.

També es contempla un ús del material 
generat de manera col·lectiva, per tal 
d’aconseguir el màxim nombre possible de 
població per generar un aprenentatge comú 
i una conscienciació més àmplia. Aquests 
col·lectius podrien ser assemblees, ateneeus 
populars, conferències en centres educatius, 
etc. El fet de comptar amb un web on els 
continguts són accessibles a tothom i es van 
actualitzant, permet que la informació arribi 
a un públic molt més ampli. 

1.4. Valors

Els valors principals del projecte, que  
s’han de veure reflectits al projecte són:

— Transgressió 
— Sostenibilitat 
— Activisme 
— Compromís 
— Crítica 
— Directe 
— Honestedat 
— Solució

1. Introducció 8 
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1.5. Objectius

El propòsit principal del projecte és el de 
generar un sentiment crític i de reflexió 
als habitants del planeta, davant el greu 
problema que és el canvi climàtic. Ja és 
hora que la societat s’adoni que aquest estil 
de vida, defensat per a molts alts poders i 
economistes, està posant en perill el futur de 
la humanitat. Es necessita d’una vegada per 
totes posar fi a la política de desinformació 
i d’engany que porten temps duent a terme 
molts governs dels països desenvolupats.

1.6. Continguts

El projecte consta de tres suports: la 
revista trimestral, el web i instagram, on 
es presentaran els continguts de formes 
diferents. La revista es publicarà coincidint 
amb el començament de cada estació de 
l’any. En canvi, el contingut del web i 
instagram s’anirà actualitzant constantment.

Els continguts presents seran de caràcter 
global. Tant en la revista com en el web, es 
classificaran en tres seccions, coincidint amb 
els tres medis que conformen l’ecosistema 
terrestre: el medi aeri, terrestre i aquàtic.

El contingut d’Instagram serà reivindicatiu, 
tindrà un ús diari i interpel·larà directament 
amb l’usuari. 

L’idioma utilitzat serà l’anglès, ja que 
l’objectiu és fer una conscienciació global. 
Com que l’usuari principal no és expert en  
la ciència, però si que té un cert interès per 
ella, el to i el llenguatge utilitzat serà clar, 
didàctic i directe. No es pretén utilitzar un 
llenguatge tècnic. 

1.7. Repte de disseny

El repte de disseny més important del 
projecte és crear una o vàries peces 
gràfiques que siguin capaces de comunicar 
correctament tota la documentació 
recopilada de forma clara, entenedora i 
sobretot impactant. Que pugui arribar a 
tot tipus de públic, que l’usuari no estigui 
confós amb el que està llegint i que, en 
conjunt, la revista pugui anar generant  
una reflexió global. 

El projecte tindria un to dramàtic i/o 
catastròfic però deixant marge a l’esperança 
per intentar canviar la situació. És una 
dualitat complicada de treballar, però al 
mateix temps és un repte interessant de 
disseny, ja que has de dominar la situació 
perquè el projecte no se’n vagi ni per una 
banda ni per l’altra.

Donat que l’objecte d’estudi és evidenciar 
els efectes mediambientals que està patint la 
Terra de la mà dels humans, el projecte s’ha 
de dotar de material gràfic bo, realista  
i atractiu per tal de provocar un rebuig de  
la situació a la societat.

1. Introducció 9 
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2.1. Plantejament del projecte

El punt de partida del projecte és demostrar 
que el canvi climàtic existeix. De manera que 
es comença per una immersió sobre el tema,  
per detectar els problemes reals. 

Es parteix d’una primera idea que és la de 
crear una publicació orientada a un públic 
global, que faci reflexionar al lector.

 

2.2. Recerca

S’estudien diferents publicacions d’interès: 
— Publicacions científiques 
— Publicacions gràfiques 
— Webs

Després de ser analitzades, s’extreuen 
conclusions per poder fer un esbós general  
de la línia de treball que tindrà el projecte.

2.3. Recopilació de continguts

A partir de llibres, articles, reportatges i 
notícies, es van construïnt els continguts  
de la revista i el web.

2.4. Primeres conjectures

Fruit del procés de recerca i de la immersió 
en el tema, sorgeixen unes hipòtesis que 
determinaran la resolució del projecte. 

Es descarta la idea de fer una publicació 
única en format llibre, ja que és un tema en 
constant evolució, i també la idea de fer una 
revista digital, per la poca presència que té 
actualment en el mercat, tot i ser un format 
sostenible. Es decideix realitzar una revista 
trimestral en paper, tenint en compte ser el 
màxim de sostenible i ecològica.

Es va definint la idea de la publicació 
desitjada i les característiques: 
— Format 
— Estructura dels continguts

2.5. Concepte de disseny

Es decideix que el projecte constarà de 
tres suports, per tal d’arribar al màxim de 
gent interessada. Per una banda hi haurà 
la revista trimestral, on es destacaran els 
fets més rellevants sobre el canvi climàtic, 
tractats d’una forma molt gràfica i rigurosa. 
El segon suport serà un web, que servirà per 
fer difusió de la revista i per anar publicant 
fets actuals. I finalment hi haurà un 
compte propi d’Instagram, on tindrà un ús 
reivindicatiu i directe amb l’usuari. 

La idea clau del projecte és que la gràfica 
visual mostra el deteriorament del planeta. 
S’extreu el concepte clau de cada reportatge 
i es plasma a través de la maquetació, la 
direcció d’art i recursos gràfics, reforçant  
així la informació del reportatge. 

2.6. Desenvolupament i producció

Es desenvolupa la revista, el web i el compte 
d’Instagram. Tot i que es prioritza el disseny 
de la revista, perquè és la que té el pes del 
projecte, no es deixa de banda el web, per 
tal que vagin en sintonia. Finalment es 
valora que seria molt positiu pel projecte 
desenvolupar un compte d’Instagram, ja 
que és una bona eina per captar lectors i 
també la creació d’un vídeo promocional 
del projecte, que serà difós per les diferents 
xarxes socials. 

Es comencen a decidir els diferents camps 
que conté la publicació i a fer les primeres 
proves de disseny. Gràcies al treball diari 
de les diferents proves de reportatges i de 
les correccions, es va afinant el disseny i el 
ritme de la revista. 

La producció conté el primer número de la 
publicació ULTIMATUM, que va des de l’inici 
de la maquetació de la revista fins a la seva 
impressió. I també compta amb el disseny 
del web, del compte d’Instagram i el vídeo 
promocional.

Plantejament

Recerca

Primeres conjectures

Recopilació continguts

Concepte de disseny

Desenvolupament i producció

Setembre Octubre Novembre Desembre Gener Febrer Març Abril Maig Juny Juliol
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3.1. Publicacions científiques

Science 
Jeremy Mark Berg

Revista acadèmica setmanal que publica 
importants investigacions científiques 
originals. A diferència de la majoria de 
revistes científiques, Science i també la revista 
Nature abasten tota la gamma de disciplines 
científiques.

Caracterítiques 
Format din-A4.
 
Composició a tres o quatre columnes per tal 
d’encabir la informació d’una forma clara. 
Segueix un disseny molt similar al d’un diari.

Recurs de la pastilla vermella, el color i la 
negreta per destacar apartats i títols. 

Punt d’interès 
Portades molt suggerents, utilitzant la 
fotografia i muntatges per comunicar un 
missatge concret.

25 MAY 2018 • VOL 360 ISSUE 6391    845SCIENCE   sciencemag.org

I
t’s a Saturday morning in February, 

and Chloe, a curious 3-year-old in a 

striped shirt and leggings, is exploring 

the possibilities of a new toy. Her father, 

Gary Marcus, a developmental cogni-

tive scientist at New York University 

(NYU) in New York City, has brought 

home some strips of tape designed to 

adhere Lego bricks to surfaces. Chloe, 

well-versed in Lego, is intrigued. But she has 

always built upward. Could she use the tape 

to build sideways or upside down? Marcus 

suggests building out from the side of a ta-

ble. Ten minutes later, Chloe starts sticking 

the tape to the wall. “We better do it before 

Mama comes back,” Marcus says in a sing-

song voice. “She won’t be happy.” (Spoiler: 

The wall paint suffers.)

Implicit in Marcus’s endeavor is an ex-

periment. Could Chloe apply what she had 

learned about an activity to a new context? 

Within minutes, she has a Lego sculpture 

sticking out from the wall. “Papa, I did it!” 

she exclaims. In her adaptability, Chloe is 

demonstrating common sense, a kind of 

intelligence that, so far, computer scien-

tists have struggled to reproduce. Marcus 

believes the field of artificial intelligence 

(AI) would do well to learn lessons from 

young thinkers like her.

Researchers in machine learning ar-

gue that computers trained on mountains 

of data can learn just about anything—

including common sense—with few, if any, 

programmed rules. These experts “have a 

blind spot, in my opinion,” Marcus says. “It’s 

a sociological thing, a form of physics envy, 

where people think that simpler is better.” He 

says computer scientists are ignoring decades 

of work in the cognitive sciences and devel-

opmental psychology showing that humans 

have innate abilities—programmed instincts 

that appear at birth or in early childhood—

that help us think abstractly and flexibly, like 

Chloe. He believes AI researchers ought to in-

clude such instincts in their programs.

Yet many computer scientists, riding high 

on the successes of machine learning, are 

eagerly exploring the limits of what a naïve 

AI can do. “Most machine learning people, 

I think, have a methodological bias against 

putting in large amounts of background 

knowledge because in some sense we view 

that as a failure,” says Thomas Dietterich, a 

computer scientist at Oregon State University 

in Corvallis. He adds that computer scientists 

also appreciate simplicity and have an aver-

sion to debugging complex code. Big compa-

nies such as Facebook and Google are another 

factor pushing AI in that direction, says Josh 

Tenenbaum, a psychologist at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cam-

bridge. Those companies are most interested 

in narrowly defined, near-term problems, 

such as web search and facial recognition, in 

which blank-slate AI systems can be trained 

on vast data sets and work remarkably well.

But in the longer term, computer scien-

tists expect AIs to take on much tougher 

tasks that require flexibility and common 

sense. They want to create chatbots that ex-

plain the news, autonomous taxis that can 

handle chaotic city traffic, and robots that 

nurse the elderly. “If we want to build robots 

that can actually interact in the full human 

world like C-3PO,” Tenenbaum says, “we’re 

going to need to solve all of these problems 

in much more general settings.”

Some computer scientists are already try-

ing. In February, MIT launched Intelligence 

Quest, a research initiative now raising hun-

dreds of millions of dollars to understand 

human intelligence in engineering terms. 

Such efforts, researchers hope, will result in 

AIs that sit somewhere between pure ma-

chine learning and pure instinct. They will 

boot up following some embedded rules, but 

will also learn as they go. “In some sense this 

is like the age-old nature-nurture debate, 

now translated into engineering terms,” 

Tenenbaum says.

Part of the quest will be to discover what 

babies know and when—lessons that can 

then be applied to machines. That will take 

time, says Oren Etzioni, CEO of the Allen 

Institute for Artificial Intelligence (AI2) in 

Seattle, Washington. AI2 recently announced 

a $125 million effort to develop and test com-

mon sense in AI. “We would love to build on 

the representational structure innate in the 

human brain,” Etzioni says, “but we don’t 

understand how the brain processes lan-

guage, reasoning, and knowledge.”

Ultimately, Tenenbaum says, “We’re trying 

to take one of the oldest dreams of AI seri-P
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mixing up an enormous num-

ber of reacting partners and 

then hoping that they collide 

productively. It is possible to 

manipulate atoms more deliber-

ately with a scanning tunneling 

microscope tip, but the process 

is then confined to a surface. 

Liu et al. directly manipulated 

individual atoms with light to 

form single molecules in isola-

tion (see the Perspective by 

Narevicius). They used optical 

tweezers of two different colors 

to selectively steer ultracold 

sodium (Na) and cesium (Cs) 

atoms together. A subsequent 

optical excitation formed NaCs. 

—JSY

Science, this issue p. 900; 

see also p. 855

PALEOCLIMATE 

Forcing the East Asian 
summer monsoon 
What factors have controlled 

the intensity of the East Asian 

summer monsoon over the 

recent geological past? To 

answer this key question 

requires a robust proxy for 

rainfall amounts. Beck et al. 

measured the beryllium isoto-

pic content of loess from China, 

from which they reconstructed 

a 550,000-year-long record 

of rainfall. Rainfall correlated 

with orbital precession and 

global variations in ice volume. 

This finding suggests that 

the monsoon is governed by 

low-latitude interhemispheric 

I N  SC IENCE  J O U R NA L S

RESEARCH

gradients in solar radiation 

levels, rather than by high-

northern-latitude solar radiation 

levels as previously suggested. 

—HJS

Science, this issue p. 877

VALLEYTRONICS 

 Tracking the 
spin-valley current 
Taking advantage of the elec-

tron’s spin and valley degrees of 

freedom requires a method for 

generating currents of carriers 

that have a particular spin or 

come from a particular valley 

in the electronic structure. Jin 

et al. used a hetero-structure 

made out of adjacent layers 

of WSe
2
 and WS

2
 to create a 

spin-valley diffusion current 

without applying an external 

electric field. Instead, they used 

circularly polarized laser light 

to initiate the diffusion and a 

second laser pulse to image 

the propagation of the carriers. 

With long lifetimes and diffusion 

lengths, the method may be of 

practical use in future valley-

tronic devices. —JS

Science, this issue p. 893

COLD MOLECULE PHYSICS 

Lighting the way to 
molecules, one by one 
When chemists run reactions, 

what they are really doing is 

NEURODEVELOPMENT 

Evolution of the brain  

J
ust how related are reptil-

ian and mammalian brains? 

Tosches et al. used single-cell 

transcriptomics to study tur-

tle, lizard, mouse, and human 

brain samples. They assessed how 

the mammalian six-layered cortex 

might be derived from the reptilian 

three-layered cortex. Despite a 

lack of correspondence between 

layers, mammalian astrocytes 

and adult neural stem cells shared 

evolutionary origins. General 

classes of interneuron types were 

represented across the evolu-

tionary span, although subtypes 

were species-specific. Pieces of 

the much-folded mammalian 

hippocampus were represented 

as adjacent fields in the reptile 

brains.—PJH

Science, this issue p. 881

A freshwater turtle known as the 

red-eared slider (Trachemys scripta elegans)

Edited by Stella Hurtley

Secondary structures 
of RNA condensates  
Langdon et al., p. 922
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Gut microbiome–mediated bile
acid metabolism regulates liver
cancer via NKT cells
Chi Ma, Miaojun Han, Bernd Heinrich, Qiong Fu, Qianfei Zhang, Milan Sandhu,
David Agdashian, Masaki Terabe, Jay A. Berzofsky, Valerie Fako, Thomas Ritz,
Thomas Longerich, Casey M. Theriot, John A. McCulloch, Soumen Roy, Wuxing Yuan,
Vishal Thovarai, Shurjo K. Sen, Mathuros Ruchirawat, Firouzeh Korangy,
Xin Wei Wang, Giorgio Trinchieri, Tim F. Greten*

INTRODUCTION: Primary liver tumors and
liver metastasis currently represent the lead-
ing cause of cancer-related deaths. The liver
intimately cross-talks with the gut and per-
forms many essential functions related to
digestion, metabolism of nutrients, and clear-
ance of bacterial metabolites. Diseased livers
are often associated with altered gut bacterial
composition, or dysbiosis, and it has been sug-
gested that gut bacterial products contribute
to malignant transformation of hepatocytes.
The liver is exposed to the gut microbiome
through the portal vein and is an immuno-
logical organ that is heavily populated by im-
mune cells. Emerging studies have shown
that gut commensal bacteria are important
regulators of antitumor immunity. Although it
has been established that the gut microbiome

influences the efficacy of cancer immuno-
therapy, the role of gut bacteria in antitumor
surveillance in the liver is poorly understood.

RATIONALE: The liver is exposed to gut bac-
terial metabolites and products byway of blood
from the intestine, which comprises 70% of the
whole liver blood supply. Changes in the gut
microbiomemay affect immune cell function in
the liver, and commensal bacteria can mediate
the metabolism of primary into secondary bile
acids, which recirculate back into the liver
through the enterohepatic circulation. Given
that bile acids are known to be involved in
liver cancer development, we focused on the
role of bile acids in immunosurveillance of
tumors growing in the liver. We altered gut
bacteria and examined changes of hepatic im-

mune cells and antitumor immunity directed
against liver tumors. Uncovering how the gut
microbiome uses bile acids to shape immunity
to liver cancer may have future therapeutic
applications.

RESULTS:Using one primary livermodel and
three liver metastasis models, we found that
altering commensal gut bacteria induced a liver-
selective antitumor effect. A selective increase of
hepatic CXCR6+ natural killer T (NKT) cells was
observed, independent of mouse strain, gender,
or presence of liver tumors. The accumulated
hepatic NKT cells showed an activated pheno-

type and produced more
interferon-g uponantigen
stimulation. In vivo stud-
ies using both antibody-
mediated cell depletion
and NKT-deficient mice
confirmed that NKT cells

mediated the inhibition of tumor growth in the
liver. Further investigation showed that NKT
cell accumulation was regulated by the expres-
sion of CXCL16, the solo ligand for CXCR6, on
liver sinusoidal endothelial cells, which form
the lining of liver capillaries and the first bar-
rier for the blood coming from the gut enter-
ing the liver. Primarybile acids increasedCXCL16
expression, whereas secondary bile acids showed
the opposite effect. Removing gram-positive bac-
teria by antibiotic treatment with vancomycin,
which contains the bacteriamediating primary-
to-secondary bile acid conversion, was sufficient
to induce hepatic NKT cell accumulation and
decrease liver tumor growth. Feeding secondary
bileacidsor colonizationofbile acid–metabolizing
bacteria, reversed both NKT cell accumulation
and inhibition of liver tumor growth in mice
with altered gut commensal bacteria. In non-
tumor liver tissue from human patients with
primary liver cancer, primary bile acid cheno-
deoxycholic acid (CDCA) levels correlatedwith
CXCL16 expression, whereas an inverse corre-
lation was observed with secondary bile acid
glycolithocholate (GLCA), suggesting that the
finding may apply to humans.

CONCLUSION: We describe a mechanism by
which the gut microbiome uses bile acids as
messengers to control a chemokine-dependent
accumulation of hepatic NKT cells and anti-
tumor immunity in the liver, against both pri-
mary andmetastatic liver tumors. These findings
not only have possible implications for future
cancer therapeutic studies but also provide a
link between the gut microbiome, its metab-
olites, and immune responses in the liver.▪

RESEARCH
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Gut microbiome modulates liver cancer through bile acid–regulated NKTcells.Gut
microbiomeuses bile acids as amessenger to regulate chemokine CXCL16 level on liver sinusoidal
endothelial cells (LSEC) and thus controls the accumulation of CXCR6+ hepatic NKTcells.The
accumulated NKTcells have an activated phenotype and inhibit liver tumor growth.
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ously: that you could build a machine that 

grows into intelligence the way a human 

does—that starts like a baby and learns like 

a child.”

IN THE PAST FEW YEARS, AI has shown that it 

can translate speech, diagnose cancer, and 

beat humans at poker. But for every win, 

there is a blunder. Image recognition algo-

rithms can now distinguish dog breeds bet-

ter than you can, yet they sometimes mistake 

a chihuahua for a blueberry muffin. AIs can 

play classic Atari video games such as Space 

Invaders with superhuman skill, but when 

you remove all the aliens but one, the AI 

falters inexplicably.

Machine learning—one type of AI—is 

responsible for those successes and failures. 

Broadly, AI has moved from software that 

relies on many programmed rules 

(also known as Good Old-Fashioned 

AI, or GOFAI) to systems that learn 

through trial and error. Machine 

learning has taken off thanks to 

powerful computers, big data, and 

advances in algorithms called neu-

ral networks. Those networks are 

collections of simple computing 

elements, loosely modeled on neu-

rons in the brain, that create stron-

ger or weaker links as they ingest 

training data.

With its Alpha programs, Google’s 

DeepMind has pushed deep learn-

ing to its apotheosis. Each time 

rules were subtracted, the soft-

ware seemed to improve. In 2016, 

AlphaGo beat a human champion at 

Go, a classic Chinese strategy game. 

The next year, AlphaGo Zero easily 

beat AlphaGo with far fewer guide-

lines. Months later, an even simpler system 

called AlphaZero beat AlphaGo Zero—and  

also mastered chess. In 1997, a classic, rule-

based AI, IBM’s Deep Blue, had defeated 

chess champion Garry Kasparov. But it turns 

out that true chess virtuosity lies in know-

ing the exceptions to the exceptions to the 

exceptions—information best gleaned 

through experience. AlphaZero, which learns 

by playing itself over and over, can beat Deep 

Blue, today’s best chess programs, and every 

human champion.

Yet systems such as Alpha clearly are not 

extracting the lessons that lead to common 

sense. To play Go on a 21-by-21 board in-

stead of the standard 19-by-19 board, the AI 

would have to learn the game anew. In the 

late 1990s, Marcus trained a network to take 

an input number and spit it back out—about 

the simplest task imaginable. But he trained 

it only on even numbers. When tested with 

odd numbers, the network floundered. It 

couldn’t apply learning from one domain to 

another, the way Chloe had when she began 

to build her Lego sideways.

The answer is not to go back to rule-based 

GOFAIs. A child does not recognize a dog with 

explicit rules such as “if number of legs=4, 

and tail=true, and size>cat.” Recognition is 

more nuanced—a chihuahua with three legs 

won’t slip past a 3-year-old. Humans are not 

blank slates, nor are we hardwired. Instead, 

the evidence suggests we have predisposi-

tions that help us learn and reason about 

the world. Nature doesn’t give us a library of 

skills, just the scaffolding to build one.

Harvard University psychologist Elizabeth 

Spelke has argued that we have at least four 

“core knowledge” systems giving us a head 

start on understanding objects, actions, 

numbers, and space. We are intuitive physi-

cists, for example, quick to understand ob-

jects and their interactions. According to one 

study, infants just 3 days old interpret the 

two ends of a partially hidden rod as parts 

of one entity—a sign that our brains might 

be predisposed to perceive cohesive objects. 

We’re also intuitive psychologists. In a 2017 

Science study, Shari Liu, a graduate student 

in Spelke’s lab, found that 10-month-old 

infants could infer that when an animated 

character climbs a bigger hill to reach one 

shape than to reach another, the character 

must prefer the former. Marcus has shown 

that 7-month-old infants can learn rules; 

they show surprise when three-word sen-

tences (“wo fe fe”) break the grammatical 

pattern of previously heard sentences (“ga 

ti ga”). According to later research, day-old 

newborns showed similar behavior.

Marcus has composed a minimum list of 

10 human instincts that he believes should 

be baked into AIs, including notions of cau-

sality, cost-benefit analysis, and types versus 

instances (dog versus my dog). Last October 

at NYU, he argued for his list in a debate on 

whether AI needs “more innate machinery,” 

facing Yann LeCun, an NYU computer scien-

tist and Facebook’s chief AI scientist. To dem-

onstrate his case for instinct, Marcus showed 

a slide of baby ibexes descending a cliff. “They 

don’t get to do million-trial learning,” he said. 

“If they make a mistake, it’s a problem.”

LeCun, disagreeing with many develop-

mental psychologists, argued that babies 

might be learning such abilities within days, 

and if so, machine learning algorithms could, 

too. His faith comes from experience. He 

works on image recognition, and in the 1980s 

he began arguing that hand-coded algorithms 

to identify features in pictures would become 

unnecessary. Thirty years later, he was proved 

right. Critics asked him: “Why learn it when 

you can build it?” His reply: Building is hard, 

and if you don’t fully understand 

how something works, the rules you 

devise are likely to be wrong.

But Marcus pointed out that 

LeCun himself had embedded 

one of the 10 key instincts into his 

image-recognition algorithms: 

translational invariance, the abil-

ity to recognize an object no mat-

ter where it appears in the visual 

field. Translational invariance is the 

principle behind convolutional neu-

ral networks, or convnets, LeCun’s 

greatest claim to fame. In the past 

5 years they’ve become central to 

image recognition and other AI ap-

plications, kicking off the current 

craze for deep learning.

LeCun tells Science that transla-

tional invariance, too, could eventu-

ally emerge on its own with better 

general learning mechanisms. “A 

lot of those items will kind of spontaneously 

pop up as a consequence of learning how 

the world works,” he says. Geoffrey Hinton, 

a pioneer of deep learning at the University 

of Toronto in Canada, agrees. “Most of the 

people who believe in strong innate knowl-

edge have an unfounded belief that it’s hard 

to learn billions of parameters from scratch,” 

he says. “I think recent progress in deep 

learning has shown that it is actually surpris-

ingly easy.”

The debate over where to situate an AI 

on a spectrum between pure learning and 

pure instinct will continue. But that issue 

overlooks a more practical concern: how to 

design and code such a blended machine. 

How to combine machine learning—and 

its billions of neural network parameters—

with rules and logic isn’t clear. Neither is 

how to identify the most important in-

stincts and encode them flexibly. But that 

hasn’t stopped some researchers and com-

panies from trying. P
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In a triumph of machine learning, AlphaGo beat Go champion Ke Jie in 2017. 
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SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY 

Using bugs in the gut 
to detect blood 
Bacteria are environmentally 

resilient and can be engineered 

to sense various biomolecules. 

Mimee et al. combined biosensor 

bacteria with a miniaturized wire-

less readout capsule to produce a 

minimally invasive device capable 

of in vivo biosensing in harsh, 

difficult-to-access environments 

(see the Perspective by Gibson 

and Burgell). The device success-

fully measured gastrointestinal 

bleeding in pigs. —SYM

Science, this issue p. 915; 

see also p. 856

DIABETES

A stimulating therapy 
for diabetes
In type 2 diabetes, insulin resis-

tance leads to elevated blood 

glucose and increased risk of 

cardiovascular disorders. The 

brain participates in glucose 

metabolism, but whether and 

how modulation of brain activity 

affects systemic blood concen-

trations of glucose is poorly 

understood. In diabetic and 

nondiabetic patients, ter Horst et 

al. found that dopamine release 

induced by deep brain electrical 

stimulation of the nucleus accum-

bens decreased systemic glucose 

concentrations. Conversely, phar-

macological systemic dopamine 

depletion reduced insulin-medi-

ated blood glucose uptake. —MM

Sci. Transl. Med. 10, eaar3752 (2018).

EPIDEMIOLOGY

A faster way to detect 
Zika in mosquitoes
A major challenge in prevent-

ing mosquito-borne diseases 

is providing rapid and afford-

able tests to identify infected 

insects. Conventional techniques 

are often time-consuming and 

too expensive when analyzing 

large numbers of mosquitoes. 

Leveraging a technique known 

as near-infrared spectroscopy 

(NIRS), Fernandes et al. tested for 

Zika virus in female Aedes aegypti 

mosquitoes. NIRS distinguished 

Edited by Sacha Vignieri 

and Jesse Smith 
IN OTHER JOURNALS

ORGANOMETALLICS

Aluminum’s breakup 
with fluoroalkenes
Carbon-fluorine bonds are hard 

to break. As a result, remediation 

of fluorocarbon waste streams is 

an enduring challenge. Bakewell 

et al. explored C–F scission in a 

variety of fluorinated propene 

derivatives by using an unusual 

synthetic aluminum compound. 

The electron-rich compound, 

with Al in the +1 oxidation state, 

inserted into both olefinic and 

allylic C–F bonds to form Al(III) 

products that were characterized 

crystallographically. Theory 

implicated two simultaneous 

competing mechanisms, respec-

tively involving stereoretentive 

direct oxidative addition and 

stereoinverting intermediacy of a 

metallocyclopropane. —JSY

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 10.1002/

anie.201802321 (2018).

GENE THERAPY

Better to transfer 
than transfuse?
b-Thalassemia is a blood 

disea se caused by mutations 

infected from uninfected mosqui-

toes with up to 99% accuracy 7 

days after infection. NIRS is faster 

by a factor of 18 and cheaper by 

a factor of 110  than RT-qPCR 

(quantitative reverse transcrip-

tion polymerase chain reaction), 

a technique commonly used for 

pathogen screening in 

mosquitoes. —PJB

Sci. Adv. 10.1126/

sciadv.aat0496 (2018).

MICROBIOME

Bile acids and liver cancer 
Liver cancer is a leading cause 

of cancer-related deaths in the 

United States. The composition 

of the gut microbiome influences 

many human diseases, including 

liver inflammatory disorders. Ma 

et al. found that commensal gut 

bacteria can recruit the immune 

system to control the growth 

of liver tumors in mice (see the 

Perspective by Hartmann and 

Kronenberg). Clostridium species 

modified bile acids to signal liver 

sinusoidal endothelial cells to 

produce the chemokine CXCL16. 

This recruited natural killer T 

(NKT) immune cells to perform 

antitumor surveillance of the 

liver. Growth of both primary and 

metastatic cancer was reduced 

by NKT cell–driven killing. —PNK

Science, this issue p. 876; 

see also p. 858

MIGRATORY BEHAVIOR 

Follow the leader 
What role do social dynamics 

play in guiding collective migra-

tions? Identifying such dynamics 

requires following individual 

animals across long migratory 

distances. Flack et al. used GPS 

tags to follow individual juvenile 

white storks on their southern 

migration (see the Perspective 

by Nevitt). Birds generally fell 

into two categories: leaders and 

followers. Leaders sought out 

areas of thermal uplift, flapped 

less in transit, and flew farther. 

Followers followed leaders into 

thermals but had different 

trajectories, exhibited greater 

flapping effort, and flew shorter 

total distances. —SNV

Science, this issue p. 911; 

see also p. 852

Premature graying 

of hair is related 

to immune function. 

HAIR COLOR 

The roots of gray hair

G
ray hair is an inevitable part of aging. Melanocytes are 

the culprit cells that slow production of the color pig-

ments called melanin, but how and why this occurs with 

age largely remains a mystery. Harris et al. make a link 

between the immune system and premature graying. 

They find that the protein MITF (microphthalmia-associated 

transcription factor), which controls melanocyte stem cell 

function, also works to trigger melanocyte immune responses. 

Interferons normally kickstart the immune response to 

viral and bacterial infection, but when MITF cannot regulate 

interferon, hair turns gray in mouse models. These findings 

may shed light on why chronic illness or certain autoimmune 

disorders can accelerate the graying process. —PNK

PLOS Biol. 10.1371/journal.pbio.2003648 (2018).
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Fig. 4. Altered bile acids mediate CXCL16 up-
regulation in LSECs, NKTaccumulation and liver
tumor inhibition in mice. (A) CXCL16 mRNA
expression levels in liver tissues from ABX- or H2O-
treated tumor-free C57BL/6 mice. Data represent
mean ± SEM of two pooled experiments. n = 9 for
H2O, 10 for ABX. P < 0.05, Student’s t test. (B)
Primary LSECs were isolated from mice treated with
ABX or H2O. CXCL16 mRNA levels were measured
by real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Data
represent mean ± SEM of three pooled experiments.
n = 9, P < 0.05, two-way ANOVA. (C) Immunohisto-
chemistry staining of CXCL16 and LYVE-1 in liver sections from ABX- or H2O-
treated mice. CXCL16+ (red)/LYVE+ (green) LSECs are highlighted by arrows
and are shown in more detail in the insert. Scale bar, 50 mm. (D) Mice were
fed with a 2% cholestyramine (CHOL) or control diet (Con). Hepatic NKT,
CXCR6+, CD4 T, and CD8 Tcells were measured. Data represent mean ± SEM
of two pooled experiments. n = 5 for control, 9 for cholestyramine diet.
P < 0.05, two-way ANOVA. (E) Liver bile acids profile of ABX- or H2O-treated
mice. Data represent mean ± SEM of two pooled experiments. n = 9, P < 0.05,
Student’s t test. (F and G) Isolated LSECs were treated with different bile
acids (F) or a combination of T-b-MCA with T-w-MCA or w-MCA (G). Data
represent mean ± SEM of two pooled experiments. n = 5, P < 0.05, one-way

ANOVA. (H) ABX-treated mice were given three times oral gavage of
CDCA or w-MCA three times at the dose of 6 mg per 15 g body weight.
Hepatic NKTcell levels from different treatments were measured. Data
represent mean ± SEM of two pooled experiments. n = 5, P < 0.05, two-way
ANOVA. (I) A20 liver metastasis in vancomycin (Vanco) or H2O-treated
mice receiving LCA or CDCA. As indicated, one group of LCA-treated mice
also received hydrodynamic injection to force CXCL16 expression in the
liver. Data represent mean ± SEM of two pooled experiments. n = 15 for
Vanco + LCA, others n = 10. P < 0.05, one-way ANOVA. (J) EL4 liver
metastasis in ABX-treated CXCR6−/− mice with or without w-MCA feeding.
Data represent mean ± SEM of two pooled experiments. n = 5.
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Bacteria that cause infections in humans can develop or 
acquire resistance to antibiotics commonly used against 
them1,2. Antimicrobial resistance (in bacteria and other 
microbes) causes significant morbidity worldwide, and some 
estimates indicate the attributable mortality could reach up 
to 10 million by 20502–4. Antibiotic resistance in bacteria is 
believed to develop largely under the selective pressure of 
antibiotic use; however, other factors may contribute to popu-
lation level increases in antibiotic resistance1,2. We explored 
the role of climate (temperature) and additional factors on the 
distribution of antibiotic resistance across the United States, 
and here we show that increasing local temperature as well 
as population density are associated with increasing antibi-
otic resistance (percent resistant) in common pathogens. We 
found that an increase in temperature of 10 °C across regions 
was associated with an increases in antibiotic resistance of 
4.2%, 2.2%, and 2.7% for the common pathogens Escherichia 
coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae and Staphylococcus aureus. The 
associations between temperature and antibiotic resistance 
in this ecological study are consistent across most classes 
of antibiotics and pathogens and may be strengthening over 
time. These findings suggest that current forecasts of the 
burden of antibiotic resistance could be significant underesti-
mates in the face of a growing population and climate change4.

Since the discovery of penicillin by Alexander Fleming in 1928, 
antibiotics have had an immeasurable impact on the reduction 
of bacterial infections and associated morbidity and mortality1,2. 
However, their global use (and overuse) has supported the spread of 
bacterial resistance to these agents1,2, with the possibility of entering 
a ‘post-antibiotic era’ in which antibiotics are no longer a treatment 
option2–4. Despite the potentially dire implications for human health 
posed by antibiotic resistance over the next century, we have a lim-
ited understanding of the factors, including the potential impact of 
climate change, that drive the transmission of antibiotic resistance 
among populations1,5.

Antibiotic resistance can spread by the horizontal transmis-
sion of specific genomic resistance mechanisms and the selection/
propagation of resistant strains1,6, which is known to occur (often 
asymptomatically) between humans, animals and the environment1 
(we collectively refer to this movement as ‘transmission’). Although 
antibiotic use has been assumed to be the main force behind the 
rise of antibiotic resistance in populations, other factors may act to 
facilitate the transmission of antibiotic resistance and drive regional 

spread1,7. Temperature has long been known to affect bacterial 
growth in vitro as well as modulate the transfer of genomic material, 
which includes genes that encode (or confer) antibiotic resistance8,9, 
but empirical evidence of the impact of climate on population 
level resistance is lacking. Here we investigated whether local cli-
mate, in the form of local temperature, could explain differences 
in antibiotic resistance across geographical regions in the United 
States at a high spatial resolution. In addition, we sought to evalu-
ate whether local characteristics, such as population density, antibi-
otic prescription rates, specific patient populations and laboratory 
standards could also account for observed differences in antibiotic  
resistance patterns.

We developed a large database of antibiotic resistance patterns 
across different geographical regions in the United States using 
antibiotic resistance indices (by antibiotic and bacterial pathogen) 
generated from information sourced from hospitals, laboratories 
and surveillance units10. Resistance indices were linked with facility 
characteristics, such as inpatient/outpatient type, as well as regional 
prescribing rates11 and population density12. We studied three 
common community- and hospital-acquired bacterial pathogens, 
including two Gram-negative species (E. coli and K. pneumoniae) 
and one Gram-positive species (S. aureus)13,14. The final data set 
represented over 1.6 million clinically relevant bacterial pathogens 
from 602 unique indices that spanned 223 facilities across 41 states 
for the years 2013–2015.

We explored the relationships between the regional patterns 
of antibiotic resistance (here defined as percent of pathogens not 
susceptible to a particular antibiotic) and both latitude and local 
historical climate variables (mean and minimum temperature, 
averaged over 1980–2010) (Supplementary Fig. 1)15. Historical cli-
mate variables were chosen to match best with the periods of time 
over which antibiotic resistance patterns have developed. Average 
minimum temperature showed higher correlations than average 
temperature and latitude across the three pathogens and antibiotics 
(Supplementary Fig. 1), with correlations up to 0.7. Minimum tem-
perature is a commonly used climate variable when describing the 
survival of species within environments16,17 and may be of particular 
importance to identify: (1) regions that can support the persistence 
of environmental and/or colonizing bacteria and (2) regions with 
an enhanced growth and resistance transmission potential. Given 
these factors, and the relative strength of its relationship with antibi-
otic resistance, we focused our analysis on the association between 
minimum temperature and antibiotic resistance.

Antibiotic resistance increases with  
local temperature
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Rating climate risks to credit worthiness
Credit ratings agencies are now accounting for climate change risks in their ratings of credit worthiness. This 
could incentivize climate risk reduction efforts if it allows organizations access to cheaper credit. Karl Mathiesen 
investigates the extent to which this is happening in practice.

Is the Aberdeen bypass cursed, or could its 
travails have been predicted? Three years 
after breaking ground in 2015, the Scottish 

highway project is behind schedule and over 
cost. So over cost, in fact, that it may have 
contributed to one of its owners1 — UK 
construction giant Carillion — plunging into 
liquidation in January 2018. The collapse 
of Carillion led ratings firm Standard and 
Poors (S&P) to brand a negative outlook 
on Aberdeen Roads Ltd, the joint venture 
company part-owned by Carillion that was 
appointed to build the road. But this wasn’t 
the first time Aberdeen Roads Ltd had run 
afoul of S&P’s assessors.

In December 2015 and January 2016, a 
winter deluge flooded the construction site, 
setting the project back several months. S&P 
responded immediately, downgrading the 
company’s outlook from stable to negative. 
A year later, as delays and flooding issues 
dragged on, the ratings agency stepped in 
again, with a further downgrade. Physical 
risks, such as floods, are “a high proportion 
of all changes to ratings”, said Michael 
Wilkins, a managing director who leads 
S&P’s sustainable finance group. In fact, in a 
2017 report, S&P used Aberdeen Roads Ltd 
as a prominent case study to show how it 
accounts for environmental and climate risk.

In 2015, the world’s governments — via 
the Paris Agreement — sent a signal to the 
financial sector that they were going to 
start regulating to prevent climate change. 
That prompted both S&P and Moody’s, 
which control around 80% of the ratings 
market between them, to release reports 
on the emerging risk. The three sectors 
most at risk, according to Moody’s, were 
unregulated power generation, coal mining 
and coal terminals2.

Between mid-2015 and mid-2017 there 
were 717 cases where environment and 
climate concerns were factored into S&P 
ratings assessments, according to the agency. 
This is more than double the number from 
the period before (2013–2015). “It may not 
sound like a lot,” said Wilkins, “but it is 
nearly ten per cent [of all corporate ratings 
assessments during that period]. You need 
to bear in mind that credit ratings take 
into account a myriad of different risks, 
which range from liquidity, to competitive 
threats, to regulation.” Of the 717 cases, 

there were 106 in which considerations 
of environmental factors actually forced 
a change in rating. These were not always 
downgrades. Physical risks are just one of 
many ways in which climate change can 
manifestly affect investment opportunities. 
But amid great change, opportunity rides 
alongside risk.

When S&P reviewed how climate 
and environment factors were affecting 
assessments in 2015, Wilkins said the 
outcomes were “overwhelmingly negative”. 
But between 2015 and 2017, he said climate 
considerations were driving downgrades 
and upgrades in equal proportion. “There’s 
obviously been a shift in the corporate sector 
to take climate change into account,” he said.

For example, the transition to a cleaner, 
more sustainable economy leaves some 
companies with their feet deep in the clay 
of the twentieth century. ExGen Texas 
Power LLC, which sells gas-fired electricity, 
was downgraded by S&P in 2016 as cheap 
gas prices and competition from renewable 
energy left it struggling. (The company 
filed3 for bankruptcy last year, blaming the 
wind energy sector). Another fossil fuel 

company, Sweden’s Vattenfall, received 
an upgraded outlook from S&P after it 
sold4 its brown coal-powered stations in 
Germany. But even as the corporate sector 
opens up to the opportunities of a new 
economy, the physical world is changing. 
Climate change has warmed the Earth by 
1 °C and scientists agree5 that this amount 
of warming is already making extreme 
weather events worse.

Which brings us back to the Aberdeen 
bypass. As the wet winter of 2015 began, 
Aberdeen Roads Ltd carried an A-rating 
with S&P. That means the company’s ability 
to pay back its investors was considered 
‘strong’. It was only after the floods that S&P 
acted, eventually dropping the road-builder 
down to BBB+ . For a company whose major 
business is forecasting, this seems like a 
failure. “Is it closing the gate after the horse 
has bolted? Perhaps to some extent,” says 
Wilkins. Aberdeen Roads Ltd chose not to 
respond to questions for this article.

The complexity of assessing how the 
climate might be loading the dice against 
businesses, as well as local and national 
governments, is a big problem for ratings 

Credit: STR / Stringer / AFP / Getty images
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Marine protected areas (MPAs) are a primary management 
tool for mitigating threats to marine biodiversity1,2. MPAs 
and the species they protect, however, are increasingly being 
impacted by climate change. Here we show that, despite local 
protections, the warming associated with continued busi-
ness-as-usual emissions (RCP8.5)3 will likely result in further 
habitat and species losses throughout low-latitude and tropi-
cal MPAs4,5. With continued business-as-usual emissions, 
mean sea-surface temperatures within MPAs are projected 
to increase 0.035 °C per year and warm an additional 2.8 °C 
by 2100. Under these conditions, the time of emergence (the 
year when sea-surface temperature and oxygen concentration 
exceed natural variability) is mid-century in 42% of 309 no-
take marine reserves. Moreover, projected warming rates and 
the existing ‘community thermal safety margin’ (the inherent 
buffer against warming based on the thermal sensitivity of 
constituent species) both vary among ecoregions and with lat-
itude. The community thermal safety margin will be exceeded 
by 2050 in the tropics and by 2150 for many higher latitude 
MPAs. Importantly, the spatial distribution of emergence is 
stressor-specific. Hence, rearranging MPAs to minimize expo-
sure to one stressor could well increase exposure to another. 
Continued business-as-usual emissions will likely disrupt 
many marine ecosystems, reducing the benefits of MPAs.

Species largely restricted to marine reserves could be especially 
sensitive to anthropogenic climate change because of their typically 
small populations and low genetic diversities6. Case studies indicate 
that global-warming-induced climate changes are already having 
substantial effects on populations and ecosystems otherwise pro-
tected within terrestrial and marine reserves7,8. Gradual warming 
over the past several decades and unusually high seawater tempera-
tures in early 2016, for example, caused mass coral mortality across 
much of the northern Great Barrier Reef (GBR), a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site and model MPA9. Despite its isolation and effective 
protection from harvesting, pollution, and other stressors, warming 
radically altered the northern GBR. This and similar case studies, as 
well as synthetic analysis10, call into question the long-term effec-
tiveness of MPAs in protecting their resident biotas in the face of 
climate change.

Anthropogenic carbon emissions lead to acute and chronic per-
turbations, including increasing storm intensity, rising sea levels,  

altered upwelling regimes, ocean acidification and deoxygen-
ation11–14. As a result, organisms must simultaneously adjust their 
physiologies to cope with multiple threats that in some cases 
could be selecting for opposing traits. We focused on two critical 
effects influencing MPAs: rising temperatures and changing oxy-
gen concentrations. The oceans are absorbing more than 90% of 
the additional heat trapped by anthropogenic greenhouse gases, 
causing increases in ocean temperature even in the deep sea15. 
Deoxygenation, caused by warming and increasing shallow-water 
stratification, is predicted to affect primary production and a variety 
of physiological and geochemical processes13,16. Moreover, warming 
and deoxygenation can impact organisms synergistically because 
warming decreases oxygen concentration while increasing the 
metabolism and oxygen demand of ectotherms—for example, fishes 
and invertebrates17.

We asked how much the world’s MPAs can be expected to warm 
and lose oxygen under the business-as-usual (BAU) emissions trajec-
tory RCP8.5 and the RCP4.5 mitigation scenario, for which emissions 
peak around 2040 and the CO2 concentration stabilizes at ~525 ppm 
in 21002. We used CMIP5 models to predict the mean twenty-first 
century rate of change in sea-surface temperature (SST) and O2 at the 
geographic centres of 8,236 MPAs around the world (Fig. 1a). We also 
assessed warming and deoxygenation rates in 309 no-take reserves (a 
subset of the 8,236 MPAs), in which fishing is banned.

With BAU emissions, mean SSTs are predicted to increase within 
nearly all MPAs: the average warming rate is 0.035 °C year–1 (Table 1),  
with a maximum increase of 0.113 °C year–1 in northern Baffin Bay 
off northwest Greenland. This predicted future warming continues 
the trend of recent anthropogenic warming of 0.07 °C per decade, 
on average, since 196014,18. Projected warming rates increase slightly 
with latitudinal zone, from the tropics to polar oceans (Table 1). 
Remarkably, under RCP8.5, 99% of the world’s MPAs are forecasted 
to warm ≥ 2 °C by 2100. The RCP4.5 mitigation scenario predicts 
warming rates roughly 50% lower than those projected for the BAU 
scenario (Table 1). Under RCP4.5, mean warming rates range from 
0.014 °C per year in tropical MPAs to 0.022 in polar MPAs.

The effects of ocean warming on marine species and eco-
systems, which are already well-documented19–22, would likely 
increase if the rates of warming under RCP8.5 are realized. Several 
recent studies have combined projected warming, species-specific 
thermal tolerances and patterns of species distribution to predict 
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Using both unadjusted and multivariable-adjusted weighted lin-
ear models, we evaluated multiple aspects of the association between 
minimum temperature and antibiotic resistance. We found that 
increasing the minimum temperature was associated with increasing 
antibiotic resistance, and this was consistent across most classes of 
antibiotics and pathogens (Figs. 1–2 and Supplementary Figs. 2–4).  
In the unadjusted analysis (Table 1), an increase of 10 °C across 
regions was associated with an increase in antibiotic resistance of 
5.1% (P <  0.0001), 3.4% (P <  0.0001) and 3.1% (P =  0.002) for E. coli, 
K. pneumoniae and S. aureus, respectively. Notably, changes in min-
imum temperature lead to larger increases in antibiotic resistance in 
subsequent years of observations, when analysing all antibiotics and 
pathogens, both for oral and intravenous (i.v.) formulations (Fig. 2).  
The measure of association between minimum temperature and 
antibiotic resistance may increase with the earlier time of introduc-
tion in the United States (Supplementary Fig. 5). The geographical 
pattern of antibiotic resistance in the common pathogen E. coli is 
shown in Fig. 1, and in Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 for K. pneu-
moniae and S. aureus, respectively.

Multivariable analysis of antibiotic resistance versus minimum 
temperature was performed for each pathogen across all tested anti-

biotics (Table 1). After adjusting for acquisition source, prescription 
rate (available for a subset of tested antibiotics), population density 
and laboratory standard, we found that a 10 °C increase in mini-
mum temperature across the regions was associated with an increase 
in antibiotic resistance of 4.2% (P <  0.0001), 2.2% (P <  0.0001) and 
2.7% (P =  0.21) for E. coli, K. pneumoniae and S. aureus, respectively. 
When we removed penicillin (an uncommon and sporadically 
tested antibiotic) susceptibility results for S. aureus, we found that 
the minimum temperature was associated with an increase in anti-
biotic resistance of 5.1% (P <  0.0001) (Table 1). We also looked at  
S. aureus resistance to specific antibiotics, which included cloxacillin, 
an older antibiotic that is used to differentiate methicillin-suscepti-
ble from methicillin-resistant S. aureus. In multivariable-adjusted 
analysis, we found increases in antibiotic resistance to cloxacil-
lin, fluoroquinolones and macrolides of 5.8% (P <  0.0001), 3.7% 
(P =  0.096) and 6.0% (P <  0.001), respectively, for a 10 °C increase 
in minimum temperature across regions (Supplementary Table 1). 
These multivariable results generally support the univariate associa-
tions seen.

Geographical variability in antibiotic prescribing has been 
documented in outpatient facilities between broad regions within 
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agencies. But despite Wilkins claiming that 
“feed in from the science world …  I think 
is happening more and more”, Carmen 
Nuzzo, a senior consultant on credit ratings 
at the UN’s Principles for Responsible 
Investment, says agencies in general are not 
doing enough. “We haven’t seen evidence 
of how ratings agencies are changing to 
account for the changing climate risk. It’s 
very backward-looking,” says Nuzzo. “Credit 
ratings agencies tend to be reactive rather 
than proactive. They need to deal with 
reality rather than a possible scenario.”

Ben Caldecott, director of the Sustainable 
Finance Programme at the University of 
Oxford Smith School of Enterprise and 
the Environment says: “Clearly there are 
structural issues with the rating industry 
that affect their ability to provide good 
credit risk assessments on these issues.” This 
is not a problem confined to S&P. Their 
major competitor, Moody’s, faces similar 
difficulties, says Rahul Ghosh, a senior 
vice president who leads their work on 
environment. One of the biggest difficulties 
is that investors may not be particularly 
interested in being informed about the 
risk climate change poses. Increasing the 
likelihood of a flood event from once 
every 100 years to once every 50 years may 
still feel like an abstract and insignificant 
problem in the fast-moving financial sector.

This is what Governor of the Bank 
of England and Chair of the Financial 
Stability Board (FSB) Mark Carney has 
called the “tragedy of the horizon” (http://
tragedyofthehorizon.com). “The horizon 
for monetary policy extends out to two 
to three years,” Carney said in a seminal 
speech at insurance firm Lloyd’s of London 
in September 2015. “For financial stability it 
is typically a bit longer, but only to the outer 
boundaries of the credit cycle — about a 
decade. In other words, once climate change 
becomes a defining issue for financial 
stability, it may already be too late.”

For credit ratings agencies, the horizon 
is at most five years, according to S&P’s 
guidance6 on environmental risk factors. 
This is the same for Moody’s, says Ghosh. 
Beyond that timeframe the uncertainties for 
credit, both climate-based and otherwise, 
multiply quickly. “These are difficult risks 
to analyse. We are mindful of some of the 
challenges. The time horizon challenge is 
there,” he says. “We completely understand 
that the science is complex. We are not 
trying to map out the next 10–20 years with 
a base scenario with spurious precision.”

Universally useful predictive power 
is beyond the current science on climate 
change. But the field is evolving rapidly. 
Climate science is rapidly adopting 
techniques that allow us to estimate the 

increased likelihood of single events. This 
is known as climate attribution. At the 
forefront of that research is the University 
of Oxford’s Friederike Otto, who runs 
climateprediction.net — a crowdsourced 
climate modelling project. Otto says she has 
never been approached by a credit ratings 
agency, nor heard of such an approach to 
colleagues. But her research is now showing 
that extreme events in certain regions are 
occurring on shortened timescales that 
should concern even myopic investors.

After the ‘Lucifer’ heatwave caused death, 
fires and disruption across southern Europe 
in 2017, Otto and colleagues found that 
such an event was now likely to happen once 
every ten years, whereas without climate 
change it would have been a vanishingly 
rare event7. “I think in the Mediterranean, 
for example, we see climate change really 
being a total game changer. Heatwaves and 
droughts that used to be extreme are now 
the norm, which will have strong impacts 
on what one can do business-wise,” she says. 
But the predictability of events and regions 
varies hugely, as well as the attention they 
are paid by scientists. That leaves large blank 
spots. “We are still nowhere near having an 
inventory of the impacts of climate change 
and thus changing risks today. Or in the 
foreseeable future,” Otto said.

Ratings agencies, meanwhile, say 
that rather than conduct climate risk 
assessments, they preference companies 
and governments that safeguard themselves. 
Wilkins says: “The increase in the severity 
of extreme weather events is such that they 
need to be taken into account upfront and 
the exposure made clear as much as possible. 
That’s work that we are focused on.”

The Nordic region’s largest bank Nordea 
places little faith in the sustainability 
measures used by ratings agencies. In fact, 
they do these assessments in-house. That 
is primarily because ratings houses rely on 
information from companies that is not 
verified or audited, says Sasja Beslik, head of 
sustainable finance for the banking group.

He points to the example of VW, 
which lost US$20 billion8 from its market 
capitalization after a scandal over fixing 
diesel emissions tests in 2015. “They report 
on sustainability measures, they’ve been 
doing that for 15 years. If you read their 
reports two years prior to these events, 
you cannot find anything that is slightly 
defining this risk or explaining how this 
risk is managed,” said Beslik. “There are 
very few companies in the world that 
have done third-party verification of their 
key sustainability financial risks in their 
reporting and I’m telling you, this is the next 
big thing, since companies are, in principle, 
trying to greenwash you.” Beslik is in a 

position to understand both sides of this 
experience, as Nordea is itself a rated entity 
and has to report its sustainability exposure. 
He says that the bank is working towards 
making accurate disclosure a feature of their 
share offering, in this light, they intend 
to bring third party verification into their 
business next year.

Caldecott also has some choice criticisms 
of the financial sector’s efforts so far:  
“The disclosure stuff is crap really. All of this 
disclosed information is really very poor. 
If you are looking at ESG rating products, 
the data inputs are very, very poor”. In a 
2016 report for S&P9, Caldecott argued the 
current voluntary reporting regime, which 
omits many of the most basic measures of 
risk and opportunity, was insufficient to 
cope with the huge economic and physical 
changes occurring across the world.

Disclosure is the de rigueur climate 
measure amid forward-thinking financiers. 
Again, Carney has been at the heart of 
the effort, with the FSB’s Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
trying to develop new norms for reporting. 
Beslik said he thought that the reporting 
requirements being implemented through 
the task force, backed up by efforts from 
the European Union, could rebuild investor 
trust in companies.

But ratings agencies aren’t always willing 
to rely on disclosure as a backstop. When 
it comes to larger public institutions, such 
as municipal governments, information is 
more easily accessible. Agencies can find 
out how many properties are built on flood 
plains, or are exposed to coastal inundation. 
Last year, Moody’s issued a warning to cities 
that their bonds would be downgraded 
if they didn’t own up to their climate 
exposure: “If you’re exposed, we know 
that,” Lenny Jones, a managing director at 
Moody’s told Bloomberg10.

“Well great, when are they going to come 
and tell the investors what they know?” asks 
Lindene Patton from the Earth & Water Law 
Group, who previously led climate risk work 
at one of the world’s biggest insurers, Zurich, 
and financial services company CoreLogic. 
“Pick your poison” she says, referring to 
the many municipalities exposed to climate 
change risk across the United States — sea-
front, sea-level Miami is one example — and 
you’ll find credit ratings agencies are not 
telling investors about risk during their 
bond assessments. Patton said that some 
bond issuers were proactive in seeking 
climate risk information and credit ratings 
agencies may be doing that work in-house, 
although she was not aware of any examples. 
Jones told Bloomberg he couldn’t recall 
any cities or states that had been hit by a 
climate-related downgrade.
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changes in species richness and composition in response to ocean 
warming. For example, a previous study4 predicted that nearly 
100% of extant species will be excluded from many tropical reef 
communities by 2115 under RCP8.5. Likewise, a further study5 
predicted drastic declines in the regional species pools of tropi-
cal marine communities and substantial increases in temperate 
communities, accompanied by changes in species composition. 
These projected responses are driven by populations tracking 
the geographic movement of their thermal niches and shifting 
their ranges, generally to higher latitudes19,23. In mid- to high-lat-
itude ecosystems, shifts in species composition will likely lead to 
changes in species interactions and food-web dynamics, losses of 

foundation species such as kelps, and invasions of new predators, 
competitors, and parasites19,24. In contrast, as tropical communities 
cross their thermal thresholds, the primary outcome is expected 
to be biodiversity loss, as there are no climate-change-induced 
migrants to colonize from warmer regions. Thus, ocean warming 
could have fundamentally different impacts on the biota currently 
protected in tropical and temperate MPAs. Finally, due to temper-
ature-dependent metabolism of fishes and invertebrates, which are 
ectotherms, warming will have strong, non-lethal effects on a wide 
array of population-, community- and ecosystem-level processes, 
including developmental and dispersal rates, species interactions 
and the standing biomass of plants and animals21,25–27.
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Fig. 1 | Patterns of projected ocean warming. Annual warming rates (colour scale) are based on CMIP5 simulation ensembles under the RCP8.5 emissions 
scenario, 2006–2100. Black dots are MPAs used in the study.

Table 1 | Projected rates of increase of ocean temperature in no-take marine reserves and for mPAs in four latitudinal zones for two 
different emission scenarios (RCP8.5 and 4.5) based on CmiP5 simulation ensembles (2006–2100).

metric Scenario Reserves (309) All mPAs (8,236) tropical (2,458) Subropical (2,738) temperate (2,874) Polar (166)

Mean RCP8.5 0.033 ±  0.004 0.035 ±  0.007 0.031 ±  0.002 0.033 ±  0.003 0.040 ±  0.008 0.051 ±  0.011

Mean RCP4.5 0.014 ±  0.002 0.015 ±  0.004 0.014 ±  0.001 0.014 ±  0.002 0.018 ±  0.004 0.022 ±  0.002

Max RCP8.5 0.035 ±  0.006 0.039 ±  0.008 0.032 ±  0.002 0.037 ±  0.004 0.046 ±  0.008 0.058 ±  0.008

Max RCP4.5 0.015 ±  0.003 0.017 ±  0.004 0.014 ±  0.001 0.016 ±  0.002 0.020 ±  0.004 0.025 ±  0.001

Mean values are the mean annual changes in the mean temperature across units (for example, no-take reserves or all MPAs). Maximum values are the means of the maximum projected values across all 
units. Errors are standard deviations of estimates of warming rates across MPAs.
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3.1. Publicacions científiques

Resurgence & Ecologist 
John Papworth i Satish Kumar

Revista britànica bimestral que combina 
les qüestions ambientals, l’activisme 
compromès, la filosofia, les arts, la vida  
i l’ètica.

Característiques
Format més gran que un din-A4. 
 
El disseny és net, neutre i no hi ha res que 
destaqui per sobre d’una altra cosa. 

Columnatge variat entre dues i tres 
columnes.  

Punts d’interès
Els temes tractats estan acompanyats 
d’il·lustracions. 
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3.1. Publicacions científiques

Investigación y ciencia (Ed. Espanyola) 
Rufus Porter

Revista mensual d’alta difusió. El seu 
objectiu és donar a conèixer investigacions 
i estudis de totes les branques de la ciència, 
divulgar-ne el desenvolupament i ajudar els 
lectors a endinsar-se en la complexitat del 
coneixement científic.

Característiques 
Format din-A4.
 
Punts d’interès
El llenguatge utilitzat és depurat i fàcil 
d’entendre, la informació està ben 
jerarquitzada.

Combinació d’imatges i infografies.
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3.1. Publicacions científiques

National Geographic 
Jessica Vázquez

Revista mensual que conté principalment 
articles sobre ciència, geografia, història  
i cultura mundial.

Característiques 
Format petit i allargat, fàcil de portar  
i còmode de llegir. (175 x 255mm)
 
Punts d’interès
Les imatges dramàtiques tenen el pes 
significant, característica per la qual la 
revista és coneguda.

Hi ha poques pàgines completes de text.
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3.1. Publicacions científiques

The Ecologist 
Associació VidaSana

Revista trimestral que aborda una àmplia 
gamma de temes ambientals i promou un 
enfocament de pensament de sistemes 
ecològics a través de les seves notícies, 
investigacions i articles d’opinió. La revista 
conté pautes pel dia a dia.

Característiques 
Format din-A4.

Disseny bastant dens, amb un columnatge 
variat. El caràcter que es transmet de la 
revista és informatiu, sense gaire recursos 
gràfics per cridar l’atenció del lector.

Punts d’interès
Impresa amb tintes d’olis vegetals i paper 
100% reciclat, aconseguint una estètica mate. 
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3.1. Publicacions científiques

Ecologista 
Jose Luis García Cano

Els seus temes principals, exposats en 
articles que destil·len ironia, van sobre el 
reciclatge, la mobilitat, la contaminació, 
l’antimilitarisme o la ciutat, així com una 
crítica radical al capitalisme i proposant 
alternatives per viure.

Característiques 
Format din-A4.

Utilització de dues tipografies, una de pal sec 
i una de serif. La revista conté gran quantitat 
de text i gràfics. Disseny que juga amb dues 
o tres columnes. 

Punts d’interès
Impresa en paper 100% reciclat postconsum  
i blanquejat sense clor.
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

NEO2  
Naranjo Etxeberria

Punts d’interès
La tipografia juga un paper molt important 
en la revista. A cada número, hi ha una 
tipografia dominant, utilitzada per ressaltar. 

La maquetació de les pàgines és molt variant 
al llarg de la revista, fet que li dóna ritme  
i provoca l’efecte sorpresa al lector. 
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

On the way to work
Barnbrook

Punt d’interès
Utilització del traç cal·ligràfic per fer la 
portada i al llarg de tota la publicació.

Tractament del text aconseguint una estètica 
dura. La majoria de cops, el text va per sobre 
de la imatge. 
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Drosscape: Wasting Land in  
Urban America 
ProjectProjects

Punts d’interès
Combinació de diferents tipus de paper,  
un d’ells reciclat.

Les fotografies tenen un pes molt important 
al llarg de la publicació.

Diferent tipologia de text, un més narratiu 
acompanyat d’espai en blanc, i un altre que 
fa de suport de les imatges.

Gir de la lectura per poder visualitzar bé les 
imatges en horitzontal. 
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Power 
Guillem Casasús

Punts d’interès
Recurs de la tinta termocromàtica per 
descobrir imatges amagades darrere d’una 
taca totalment negra.

Tractament dels continguts d’una forma 
neutral i rigurosa, per tal que la informació 
sigui la protagonista.
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Anuario de la creatividad española 
Naranjo Exteberria

Punts d’interès
Marges estrets, cosa que permet 
l’aprofitament màxim de la pàgina, i al 
mateix temps li dóna caràcter al llibre. 

Utilització d’una sola tipografia al llarg de tot 
el llibre, però ben jerarquitzada. 
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Tunica Magazine 
Tunica studio

Punts d’interès
La tipografia és la protagonista d’aquesta 
revista. En cada número, s’escullen diferents 
tipografies per jugar amb elles.

La maquetació de la informació també és 
bastant variable, tot i que sempre segueix  
una graella. 
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Agapornis 
Toni Chaquet, Iván Jiménez i Laura Mata

Punts d’interès
Equilibri d’importància entre les imatges,  
el text i jocs tipogràfics. 

Varietat compositiva al llarg de la revista.
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Making time 
David Wise

Punts d’interès
Versatilitat de composicions tant d’imatges 
com de text. 

Deconstrucció de la lectura estàndard, 
aconseguint un cert caos. 

Les imatges prenen molt de protagonisme,  
i envaeixen el text. 
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Des jour ensemble 
Naranjo Etxeberria

Punts d’interès
Diferents direccions de lectura, que li donen 
ritme a la pàgina. 

A partir de la composició a sis columnes, 
aconsegueix diferents estructures de pàgines 
i amb un cert aire desordenat, tot i estar 
perfectament quadrat.  
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Flaneur 
Flaneur

Punts d’interès
Superposició de la tipografia sobre imatges 
i/o il·lustracions.

Marges estrets, que li donen caràcter a la 
revista, i que permet que el text vagi de 
punta a punta de la pàgina. 
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Adbusters
Kalle Lasn i Bill Schmalz

Punt d’interès
L’estètica de la revista és directa, buscant 
sempre un impacte i un xoc amb el lector. 

Utilització de qualsevol recurs gràfic per 
ressaltar el que volen criticar. 

És una revista molt visual, on cada pàgina 
plasma un missatge clar.
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3.2. Publicacions gràfiques

Apartamento
Nacho Alegre i Omar Sosa

Característiques 
Format bastant vertical i petit, fàcil de portar 
i utilitzar. 

Punt d’interès
Mateixa maquetació i jerarquització del text 
en tota la revista, a una o dues columnes. 

El text no ressalta, sinó que són les imatges 
i les persones entrevistades les qui tenen el 
protagonisme i li donen l’estil buscat.

Cada reportatge s’adapta a l’estil de la 
persona, canviant el tipus de paper, el color 
de la tipografia i els recursos gràfics. 

El llom de la revista no conté cap informació, 
sinó que està il·lustrat.
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3.3. Webs

Plastic Kills
Plastic Pollution Coalition i Natura

Campanya de conscienciació sobre els 
problemes de la utilització del plàstic. 

Punts d’interès
Un web molt clar, amb missatges curts i 
directes perquè el contingut no sigui confús.

El web té una interacció directe amb 
l’usuari, convidant-lo a canviar la seva forma 
de pensar i actuar. 
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3.3. Webs

WWF
World Wildlife Fund

Web oficial de l’organització que mostra les 
tasques que realitza i divulga els problemes 
presents en el planeta.

Punts d’interès
Organització del contingut en tres grans 
apartats (treball, espècies i llocs). 

Contingut acompanyat d’imatges suggerents.
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3.3. Webs

Acción por el clima
Plataforma Española de acción climática

Web oficial de la plataforma que pretén 
fomentar la participació i l’alienació de les 
estratègies climàtiques de les empreses amb 
les accions gobernamentals, amb l’objectiu 
de lluitar contra el canvi climàtic. 

Característiques
Web merament informativa, sense joc gràfic 
ni d’imatges suggerents. 

El contingut està evocat directament,  
sense jerarquitzar la informació i fent-la  
més interessant per l’usuari.
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3.3. Webs

Nasa Climate Change
Nasa

Subweb oficial de la Nasa dedicada 
exclusivament a informar sobre el canvi 
climàtic i a portar solucions. 

Punts d’interès
Tot i tenir gran quantitat d’informació, 
està divida en apartats, fet que permet que 
l’usuari no es perdi navegant.

Destaca la franja negra on es ressalten dades 
importants sobre la temperatura de la terra, 
la quantitat de diòxid, etc.
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3.3. Webs

Gráffica
Gráffica

És un periòdic de notícies dedicat en 
exclusiva al món del disseny, i en especial a 
l’àmbit del disseny gràfic, la creativitat i la 
cultura visual. 

Punts d’interès
Portal de notícies organitzat per temàtiques 
visible al menú, fent així una interecció fàcil.

Hi ha un apartat de difusió de la revista 
gráffica impresa, publicant resums dels 
articles que es poden trobar a la revista. 
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3.3. Webs

Refix
Naranjo-Etxeberria i Llos

Web corporatiu d’una nova beguda 
refrescant elaborada amb aigua de mar 
extreta de l’oceà atlàntic, anomenada Refix. 

Punts d’interès
Joc tipogràfic per navegar pel web. L’usuari 
tria el recorregut que vol fer dins del web.

El disseny de web és molt diferent del que 
estem acostumats a veure, cosa que permet 
diferenciar-se de la resta. 
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3.4. Conclusions

Publicacions científiques

Les revistes científiques i/o ambientals donen 
tota la prioritat al contingut, generant grans 
taques de text. Això fa que, aquelles persones 
que no estan molt interessades en el tema, 
no tinguin tanta curiositat per llegir-ne 
alguna, ja que no se senten atrets per elles.

En general, segueixen un disseny neutre 
i informatiu: les imatges acompanyen al 
contingut, la tipografia és només el suport 
de la informació, no hi ha molts destacats ni 
taques de colors. 

La majoria d’aquestes revistes tenen un 
format estàndard din A4. 

Les revistes científiques més enfocades 
a l’ecologia estan impresses en papers 
reciclats, lliures de clor o utilitzant tintes 
vegetals o zero contaminants.

Publicacions gràfiques

Les publicacions gràfiques analitzades són 
més diferents entre elles, però s’han extret 
conclusions útils pel projecte: 

Tenir diverses composicions de pàgina molt 
diferents, permet que el lector se sorprengui 
i que vulgui seguir llegint. Els destacats 
tipogràfics i el canvi de lectura del text ajuda 
a remarcar allò que creiem més important.

Els marges estrets comporten l’aprofitament 
màxim de la pàgina i per tant, el del paper. I 
al mateix temps, donen caràcter a la revista.

El traç cal·ligràfic dóna humanitat però 
alhora agressivitat. Serveix com a recurs per 
cridar l’atenció del lector.

El recurs de la imatge és important, perquè 
aporta informació que moltes vegades el text 
no pot transmetre. 

Webs

Els webs de contingut científic, en general, 
són poc actactius ja que tenen una gran 
quantitat de contingut, cosa que comporta 
que l’usuari no sàpiga per on començar. 
Tenir el contingut organitzat per temàtica 
ajuda a la navegació.

Els webs de conscienciació d’un tema 
concret tenen més llibertat per jugar amb 
el contingut d’una forma més gràfica i 
interactiva.

En general, hi ha moltes maneres per crear 
un web, tot i que moltes vegades sembli que 
moltes d’elles s’assemblin. El més important 
és que l’usuari no es perdi navegant dins el 
web i que no se’l saturi d’informació.  
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4.1. Idea o concepte de disseny

La idea clau i diferencial del projecte és que 
tots els temes tractats es poden quantificar 
i/o mesurar, i mitjançant una gràfica visual 
que va variant segons el tema, es va mostrant 
el deteriorament del planeta. Així doncs, de 
cada reportatge, s’extreurà el concepte clau 
i es plasmarà a través d’una direcció d’art i 
recursos gràfics diferents. 

El punt d’unió de tots els reportatges i 
aconseguint una identitat diferencial pel 
projecte és amb l’ús de la tipografia. Al llarg 
de tot el projecte, només s’utilitzen dues 
tipografies, els mateixos pesos i jerarquies. 

Tres suports

Per una banda, hi haurà la revista trimestral 
que tindrà un ús de lectura continuada, on 
es podran trobar els fets més rellevants sobre 
el canvi climàtic. S’aposta per una gràfica 
moderna que a través de la tipografia, la 
direcció d’art i altres recursos gràfics, pugui 
portar al lector a un nivell de xoc i reflexió. 

El segon suport serà un web, que tindrà un 
ús diari on es publicaran els últims articles 
d’actualitat. Els continguts dels dos suports 
estaran vinculats, es complementaran per 
poder fer una lectura paral·lela. D’altra 
banda, el web servirà per fer difusió de la 
revista i atraure a nous subscriptors.

I per últim, es crearà un compte propi a 
Instagram. Aquest serà un lloc de denúncia, 
on els usuaris podran etiquetar amb el 
hastag #ultimatum totes aquelles coses 
que vegin al seu voltant que evidenciin la 
destrucció del planeta. Al ser una xarxa 
social molt important, es publicaran imatges 
contundents i missatges clars i curs, per 
aconseguir una conscienciació més ràpida.

Instagram i altres xarxes socials també 
serviran com a eina per fer conèixer el 
projecte, publicant el vídeo promocional.
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4.2. Part comuna 
4.2.1. Naming

ULTIMATUM és una paraula d’origen 
llatí, germana i significa un últim avís. És 
una paraula que, per la seva estructura i 
sonoritat, té molta força i solemnitat. Pel  
que fa el seu significat, reclama urgència, 
però al mateix temps dóna marge a capgirar 
la situació.

Com que la publicació serà en anglès per 
arribar al màxim de gent possible, s’ha 
triat un nom amb una pronunciació prou 
uniforme i fàcil de reproduir. 

4.2.2. Logotip
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4.2. Part comuna 
4.2.3. Tipografia de text

Swift és una tipografia de serif moderna, 
dissenyada per Gerard Unger l’any 1989.  
Va ser creada per un ús d’impressions de 
molta tirada i baixa resolució, com eren 
els diaris en aquell moment. És per això 
que destaca la seva alta altura de la X i les 
ascendents i descendents curtes, aconseguint 
així una bona llegibilitat en cossos petits per 
lectura continuada.

A més a més, ha estat escollida després de fer 
una comparació entre diferents tipografies 
que taquessin poc en el paper i Swift és 
una d’elles, per estalviar el màxim de tinta, 
però sense perdre la seva llegibilitat. Només 
s’utilitza el pes light per text i destacats, tant 
a la revista com al web. 

Swift
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4.2. Part comuna 
4.2.4. Tipografia per destacar

Chivo és una tipografia sans serif grotesca 
dissenyada per Héctor Gatti. Es caracteritza 
per tenir un gran ventall de pesos, cosa que 
permet jugar amb la light per a text base 
i contrastar-la amb la black per a titulars i 
destacats. A més, la black es pot jugar amb  
la versió outline sense perdre llegibilitat. 

Un altre recurs per destacar és l’ús de la 
cal·ligrafia per donar-li un toc més humà. Chivo

Black
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4.3. Revista 
4.3.1. Continguts Nº1

Com que la revista és trimestral, tindrà una 
extenció de 120 pàgines, tres seccions amb 
dos reportatges cada una.

El contingut de la revista serà en forma 
d’articles, entrevistes i arxiu fotogràfic, 
mentre que en el web i instagram, el 
contingut serà més audiovisual. 

1. Air environment 
2.1. The new atmposhere 
2.2. Extreme meteorology

2. Terrestral environment 
2.1. Destruction of the soil 
2.2. Plastic waste

3. Aquatic environment 
3.1. More and more acid 
3.2. Without glaciers and polars

 
4.3.2. Estructura d’un reportatge

Obertura reportatge

Explicació del tema

Pàgina doble d’imatge

Entrevista

Conseqüències

Conlcusió
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Editorial
Imatge 
monotò

Portadeta 
secció A

Reportatge 
A.1

Reportatge 
A.2

Reportatge 
B.1

Reportatge 
B.2

4.3. Revista 
4.3.3. Estructura de la revista

Portadeta 
secció B

Disseny comú en els diferents números de la revista.

Disseny variant en cada article.
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4.3.3. Estructura de la revista
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4.3. Revista 
4.3.4. Elements fixes

Recursos tipogràfics

La presència de recursos tipogràfics són re-
duïts i es mantenen al llarg de tota la revista, 
per tal d’aconseguir una unió entre  
els diferents reportatges i nºs posteriors.

Es resolen totes les necessitats del text amb 
dues tipografies (Swift i Chivo), tres pesos 
(light, regular i black), un subratllat i sagnia 
francesa pels destacats del text i una sagnia 
per les preguntes de les entrevistes.

El recurs que varia més és el de color, que 
depenent del reportatge en que ens troben, 
s’utilitza un o un altre.

Probably, both. The main drivers of recent 
disasters have been natural climate cycles, 
in particular El Niño and La Niña. In the last 
few decades we have learned a lot about how 
the strange oscillations of the equatorial 
Pacific affect climate all over the world. 
During the episodes of El Niño, a gigantic 
mass of warm water that normally remains 
in the central Pacific moves eastward 
and reaches the coasts of South America; 
During the La Niña phenomenon, this mass 
shrinks and retreats to the western Pacific. 
The heat and steam that emanate from 
the warm water generate powerful stormy 
fronts of great vertical development, whose 
influence extends beyond the tropics, to 
the jet streams that travel over the middle 
latitudes. The oscillations of this mass of 
warm water along the equator (from east 
to west and back to the east) make the 
sinuous of the jet streams move north and 
south, which modifies the course of the 
storms Through the continents. Episodes 
of El Niño usually bring torrential rains to 
the southern United States and Peru, and 
droughts and fires to Australia. With La Niña, 
the rains flood Australia but they are scarce 
in the Southwest of the United States, in 
Texas and in places even further away, such 
as East Africa. These consequences are not 
automatic or invariable; the atmosphere and 
the ocean are chaotic fluids.

Are storms and extreme 
floods related to climate 
change? What’s going on?

Do you believe your health been 
affected or compromised by living in 
San Pedro? 

I don’t know. I can’t say that my health is 

adversely affected but I can’t say that it isn’t. 

for example, I’m 62 years old and if I come 

up with coronary artery disease in a year 

or two or something, I can’t say that it’s 

due to the port or not. I’ve had some health 

problems but are they related to port air 

pollution. Gee, I don’t know. This is not like 

asbestos and Mesothelioma where there is 

a single marker disease for diesel exhaust 

air pollution. You have a whole spectrum of 

health effects so these are effects that you 

can’t say on an individual case are related to 

air pollution but in aggregate you know they 

are. Some of the guys that work at the port 

the guys who are International Long Shore 

Workers Union members who work in the 

highest polluted area right around the ships 

they’ll have early heart attacks and strokes, 

lung cancer, throat cancer.  

And they’re starting to get it. 

What in your opinion is the Port 
getting right?

Gradually over time the ports have 

developed a lot of green p.r. and frankly a lot 

of it is greenwash. But they’re starting to do 

things that are meaningful, hese are effects 

that you can’t say on an individual camoving 

forward on this.
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Jerarquia tipogràfica

     Títol 1 (24/26pt) 
     Destacat del text (14/18,5pt) 
     Text base (8/11pt) 
 

Probably, both. The main drivers of recent 
disasters have been natural climate cycles, 
in particular El Niño and La Niña. In the last 
few decades we have learned a lot about how 
the strange oscillations of the equatorial 
Pacific affect climate all over the world. 
During the episodes of El Niño, a gigantic 
mass of warm water that normally remains 
in the central Pacific moves eastward 
and reaches the coasts of South America; 
During the La Niña phenomenon, this mass 
shrinks and retreats to the western Pacific. 
The heat and steam that emanate from 
the warm water generate powerful stormy 
fronts of great vertical development, whose 
influence extends beyond the tropics, to 
the jet streams that travel over the middle 
latitudes. The oscillations of this mass of 
warm water along the equator (from east 
to west and back to the east) make the 
sinuous of the jet streams move north and 
south, which modifies the course of the 
storms Through the continents. Episodes 
of El Niño usually bring torrential rains to 

Are storms and extreme 
floods related to climate 
change? What’s going on?

Article by DAVID LEONHARDT
Images by DANIEL BRYANT1

2

3

2

3

1
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4.3.4. Elements fixes

Jerarquia tipogràfica

     Títol 2 (80/71pt) 
     Subítol (14/16pt) 
     Entradeta, mateix estil títol 1 (24/26pt) 
     Text base (8/11pt) 
     Text pregunta (8,5/11pt) 

The chemical engineer  
Mario Molina won a Nobel.

Interviewed by  
Ignacio Fariza

Mario 
Molina

Do you believe your health been 
affected or compromised by living in 
San Pedro? 

I don’t know. I can’t say that my health is 

adversely affected but I can’t say that it isn’t. 

for example, I’m 62 years old and if I come 

up with coronary artery disease in a year 

or two or something, I can’t say that it’s 

due to the port or not. I’ve had some health 

problems but are they related to port air 

pollution. Gee, I don’t know. This is not like 

asbestos and Mesothelioma where there is 

a single marker disease for diesel exhaust 

air pollution. You have a whole spectrum of 

health effects so these are effects that you 

can’t say on an individual case are related to 

air pollution but in aggregate you know they 

are. Some of the guys that work at the port 

the guys who are International Long Shore 

Workers Union members who work in the 

highest polluted area right around the ships 

they’ll have early heart attacks and strokes, 

lung cancer, throat cancer.  

And they’re starting to get it. 

What in your opinion is the Port 
getting right?

Gradually over time the ports have 

developed a lot of green p.r. and frankly a 

lot of it is greenwash. But they’re starting to 

do things that are meaningful, [for example] 

hese are effects that you can’t say on an 

individual camoving forward on this.

4
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Jerarquia tipogràfica

     Títol 2 (80/71pt) 
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There are many short-term and  
long-term effects that air pollution 
can have on people’s health.

de
at

h
s The organization estimates that almost 

90% of deaths related to air pollution 

occur in low and middle income countries, 

and almost two out of three occur in the 

Southeast Asia and Western Pacific regions. 

Air pollution continues to harm the 

health of the most vulnerable populations, 

namely women, children and the elderly.  

It is estimated that there are 1.3 million 

people in the world who die in a year due 

to urban air pollution; More than half of 

these deaths occur in developing countries. 

Air pollution represents a serious problem 

of environmental hygiene that affects the 

inhabitants of developing and developed 

countries. Residents of cities where there 

are high levels of air pollution suffer more 

heart disease, respiratory problems and lung 

cancers than those who live in urban areas 

where the air is cleaner. In short, one in six 

people die every year due to pollution.

P
ro

o
fs

ex
po

su
re Exposure to short and long term effects 

on health. For example, people with 

asthma face a higher risk of suffering an 

asthma attack on days when ground-level 

ozone concentrations are higher, while 

people exposed to high concentrations of 

particulate matter (PM) for several years. 

they have a higher risk of suffering from 

cardiovascular diseases. The WHO calculates 

that if the average annual concentration 

of MP10 decreases from 70 to 20 μg / m3, 

which is the objective established in the 

air quality guidelines of 2005, 15% of the 

long-term mortality caused can be avoided. 

for air pollution. Achieving a reduction of 

this magnitude also reduces the cases of 

respiratory and cardiovascular diseases and 

increases the life expectancy of population.

4

4 1

1

7

3
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4.3. Revista 
4.3.4. Elements fixes

Pàgina

Format tancat: 237 x 324mm 
Format obert: 474 x 324mm

És un format gran i vertical per tal de 
maximitzar el tema que s’exposa; permet 
diferenciar-se del format estàndard de les 
revistes científiques. 
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4.3.4. Elements fixes

Aprofitament del paper

Format tancat amb sang: 240 x 330mm 
Format obert amb sang: 480 x 330mm

Imprimint plecs de 16 pàgines sobre un 
format de 100x70cm, tenint en compte que 
l’espai utilitzable d’impressió queda reduït  
a 96x66cm, s’aprofita el 100% del paper. 

A més, com que tota la revista, comptant 
que la portada i contraportada aniran amb 
el mateix paper i gramatge, es redueixen els 
costos de producció i s’aprofita més el paper. 
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Marges

Superior: 10mm 
Inferior: 23 mm 
Interior: 14 mm 
Exterior: 10mm

Són uns marges estrets perquè es pretén 
aprofitar el màxim de la pàgina. El marge 
inferior és més ample perquè és on es 
col·loca la folació i la retícula base està 
alineada amb el marge inferior.
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Columnes

La pàgina es divideix en 14 columnes  
per tenir dinamisme i llibertat a l’hora  
de maquetar.
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Foliació

Es troba a la part inferior de les pàgines per 
tenir una cerca ràpida.

Als extrems exteriors de les pàgines s’indica  
el número de pàgina actual.

Al centre de la pàgina esquerra s’indica la 
secció. I al centre de la pàgina dreta el nom 
del reportatge. 
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4.3. Revista 
4.3.5. Elements variables

Estructura de pàgines

Sempre es manté l’amplada de la caixa de  
text a 4 columnes. Al tenir un gran colum-
natge, permet tenir un gran ventall d’es-
tructures de pàgines, d’aquesta manera la 
maquetació es pot adaptar a les necessitats 
que plantegi cada reportatge.

Algunes estructures 
de pàgina que es 
troben a la revista.
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4.3. Revista 
4.3.5. Elements variables

Direcció d’art i recursos gràfics

La direcció, la tria d’imatges, el tractament 
d’aquestes i els recursos gràfics variaran 
segons el concepte que es vulgui plasmar en 
cada reportatge dins de la mateixa revista. 

El fet que la direcció d’art i els recursos 
gràfics siguin tan variats, li dóna a la revista 
el tret diferencial. Però com que el text 
sempre es presenta de la mateixa manera 
al llarg de tota la revista, permet unir els 
diferents reportatges i que conformin la 
identitat del projecte.
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due to advances in technology and 
changes in consumption. However, 
despite this efficiency and new 
technologies, the urbanization of the 
world population will increase the 
aggregate consumption of energy. 
And probably the increase in energy 
consumption will have negative 
environmental effects. Urban energy 
consumption helps create heat cores that 
can change the local weather profile in 
the areas where the wind blows after 
passing through cities. This phenomenon 
is created because cities radiate heat to 
the atmosphere at a rate of 15% to 30% 
less than rural areas. The combination 
of increased energy consumption and 
radiation difference means that cities are 
hotter than rural areas (between 0.6ºC 
and 1.3ºC) and these heat cores trap 
atmospheric pollutants. Mist and fog are 
more frequent. Rainfall is between 5% and 
10% higher in cities, water storms and 
hail much more frequent, and 
snowfall is less common. 

The rapid growth of cities 
and industries has degraded 
increasingly large areas, with 
the contamination of soils 
with excess salt, acidity and 
heavy metals; compaction 
with heavy machinery; and 
permanently sealed under 
the asphalt and cement. 
Urbanization also affects the 
regional ecology to a greater 
extent. The regions that 
receive the wind after passing 
through large industrial 
complexes also register 
higher precipitation, air pollution and 
number of days with storms. Urban areas 
not only affect the weather profile but 
also the surface runoff of water.Urban 
areas generally generate more rain, but 
they reduce water infiltration and the 
level of the water table, which means 
that runoff occurs more rapidly and 
there is greater flooding. The volume 
of flooding rises, as does the number 
of floods and the pollution of the water 
that runs downstream.There is an 
interaction between urban populations 
and their environment. People change the 
environment through the consumption of 

food, energy, water and the use of land, 
and in turn urban ecological pollution 
affects the health and quality of life of 
populations in cities. Energy consumption 
to provide electricity, transportation, 
cooking and heating capacity is much 
higher in urban areas than in rural 
villages. The urban environment is an 
important factor in determining the 
quality of life in urban areas and the 
ecological impact of these areas. Among 
the urban environmental problems 
are the insufficiency of water and 
sanitation, the accumulation of garbage 
and industrial pollution. Unfortunately, 
it is expensive to reduce such problems 
and alleviate their effects on the 
urban population. Among the health 
implications of these environmental 
problems are respiratory infections, and 
other infections and parasitic diseases. 
The capital costs to build an ecologically 
healthier infrastructure 

(for example, investment in cleaner 
transport, such as a meter) and to build 
more clinics and hospitals are higher in 
cities, where higher wages are paid than 
in areas rural areas, and the terrain is 
much more expensive in cities because 
of competition for space. But not all 
urban areas have the same type of health 
problems or ecological situation; Some 
researchers suggest that indicators of 
health problems such as infant mortality 
rates are higher in fast-growing cities 
than in those where growth is slowest. 
Beginning with the 1950s, many cities 
in developed countries have faced their 

The urbanization is 
paying a high price.

Of the possible causes that lead to this 
phenomenon, the most important is 
caused by water and the main measure 
that allows protecting the soil is the 
conservation of vegetation, because it 
reduces the impact of the raindrop and 
interrupts the flow of water. Water. In 
addition, although weeds can reduce 
the production of cultivated plants, they 
also protect the soil 
that supports them. To 
avoid harmful effects for 
agriculture, it is advisable 
to keep the weeds in the 
rainy season (autumn 
and winter) and then 
eliminate them so that 
they do not compete with 
the plants grown in spring 
and summer, as is known 
by many farmers. The damage caused 
by erosion is due in large part to the 
exploitation of the soil by agriculture, so it 
is necessary to raise awareness throughout 
society to mitigate these damages and 
prevent environmental catastrophes. 
Studies like this Cordovan team can 
provide light to know the phenomenon 
and avoid it. 

With the arrival of agriculture 8,000 years 
ago, we began to change the face of the 
earth1, and with the industrial revolution 
we began to affect the atmosphere. In 
addition, the recent increase in world 
population has expanded the effects of our 
agricultural and economic activities, but 
population growth hides what may be an 
even more important interaction between 
human beings and the environment. 
While the world’s population is doubling, 
the urban population is trebling around 
the world. In the next few years more 
than half of the planet’s population 
will live in urban areas. The growth in 
urban areas is due both to the increase in 
immigration to cities and to the fertility 
of the urban population. Much of the 
displacement to cities takes place because 
of the desire of rural populations to take 
advantage of the advantages that urban 
areas offer, such as greater opportunities 
for education, health care and services 
such as recreational activities. The 
urban poor have fewer opportunities 
for education than those who are not 
poor, but still have more opportunities 
than the rural population. Changes in 
the state of soils are driven mainly by 
population growth and economic growth, 
factors that are expected to persist in the 
coming decades. The need to feed a world 
population that has now grown to about 

7300 million people, and that more than 
35 percent of the planet’s ice-free land 
surface has been devoted to agriculture. 
The result is that soils that have been 
cleared of natural vegetation to cultivate 
or graze livestock suffer sharp increases 
in erosion and large losses of soil carbon, 
nutrients and biodiversity. 

Urban populations not only consume 
more food but also more durable goods. 
In the early 1990s, Chinese households 
in urban areas were more than twice as 
likely to have a television, eight times 
more likely to own a washing machine 
and 25 times more likely to own a 
refrigerator than rural households. This 
increase in consumption is the result 
of the labor market, wages and the 
structure of urban households.People 
living in urban areas have a consumption 
profile very different from that of 
residents of rural areas. For example, 
urban populations consume much more 
food, energy and durable goods than 
rural populations. In China, during the 
1970s, urban populations consumed 
more than twice as much pork as rural 
populations that raised pigs. As economic 
development progressed, the difference in 
consumption was reduced by improving 
the rural diet, but even so, a decade later, 
urban populations ate 60% more pork 
than rural ones. The growth in meat 
consumption is a sign of greater affluence 
in Beijing. In India, where many urban 
residents are vegetarians, the increase 
in milk consumption is a symbol of 

greater prosperity. Urban populations not 
only consume more food but also more 
durable goods. In the early 1990s, Chinese 
households in urban areas were more 
than twice as likely to have a television, 
eight times more likely to own a washing 
machine and 25 times more likely to own 
a refrigerator than rural households. This 
increase in Consumption is the result of 
the labor market, wages and the structure 
of urban households. 

Durable goods are generally used by 
the whole household, rather than by a 
single person, and urban households are 
smaller than rural ones, in part because 
urban fertility rates are lower, and over 
time they continue to shrink in size as 
that your income and education rise. This 
suggests that the consumption index of 
durable goods in urban areas is likely to 
rise above the rate of population increase, 
and most durable goods require electric 
power to function. Energy consumption to 
provide electricity, transportation, cooking 
and heating capacity is much higher in 
urban areas than in rural villages. For 
example, urban populations have many 
more cars per capita than rural ones. 
Almost all automobiles in the world in the 
1930s were in the United States. Today 
there is one car for every two people in 
the United States. If it were like that in 
other places, by 2050 we would have 5,300 
million cars around the world consuming 
energy. In China, per capita consumption 
of coal in cities and towns is more than 
three times that in rural areas. The 
comparisons between the gross national 
product (GNP) and the change in global 
energy consumption per inhabitant show 
that there is a direct relationship between 
the two, but they do not necessarily 
increase at the same rate. As countries 
move from non-commercial energy 
modalities to commercial modalities, the 
relative price of energy products increases. 
Economies therefore become more 
efficient as they develop 

Humans have become 
a considerable 
environmental force in 
the last 10,000 years.

The paucity of concerted 
and definitive scientific 
data/research in this 
matter is staggering 
compared to the extent 
of the problem.

The 2008, 23rd ICC reported that 104 
countries and locations, from Bahrain to 
Bangladesh, and in 42 US States, from 
southern California to the rocky coast of 
Maine, had participated. The overwhelming 
percentage of debris collected was plastics 
and smoking paraphernalia. The 2008 report 
states that plastic litter has increased by 126 
percent since ICC first survey in 1994. The 
top 3 items found in 2008 were cigarettes 
butts, plastic bags, and food wrappers/
containers.

Plastics debris accumulates because it does 
not biodegrade as many other substances 
do; although it will photo degrade on 
exposure to sunlight and does decompose, 
more rapidly than previously thought.  
(We will explain these processes as we study 
the nature and properties of plastic itself 
infra.). In addition, most of these plastic 
waste items are highly buoyant, allowing 
them to travel in currents for thousands of 
miles, endangering marine ecosystems and 
wildlife along the way. Marine debris is a 
global transboundary pollution problem. 
The instillation of plastic in an oceanic 
world vests a terrible reality. Because of 
the properties of plastic as a synthetic 
material and because of the absence of 
boundary, vastness, currents and winds 
at seas, this resilient polluting material is 
being spread worldwide by an even more 
powerful vehicle, the seas. It appears then 
daunting, impossible, a priori, to control, 
efficiently clean-up, remedy effectively, 
even sufficiently study the plastic pollution. 
This unwilling confrontation of titans, 
one plastic the other oceanic, has become 
ineluctably a crisis of massive proportion. 
Only in 1997, with Captain Charles Moore’s 
discovery, was the plastic waste pollution 
in the ocean widely brought to media 
light and finally began to receive more 
serious attention from the public and the 
scientific world, stepping the way to more 
exhaustive research about plastic and its 
consequences and effects when entering 
marine life. Of the 260 million tons of 
plastic the world produces each year, about 
10 percent ends up in the Ocean, according 
to a Greenpeace report (Plastic Debris in 
the World’s Oceans, 2006). Seventy percent 
of the mass eventually sinks, damaging life 
on the seabed. The rest floats in open seas, 
often ending up in gyres, circular motion 
of currents, forming conglomerations of 
swirling plastic trash called garbage patches, 
or ultimately ending up washed ashore on 
someone’s beach. _

debris (Scordino and Fisher 1983).  
It would appear that the term debris was 
being used in these articles by academics 
as something discarded: litter. The term 
marine debris encompasses more than 
plastic, including metals (derelict vessels, 
dumped vehicles, beverage containers), 
glass (light bulbs, beverage containers, older 
fishing floats), and other materials (rubber, 
textiles, lumber). Plastic certainly makes up 
the majority of floating litter, but in some 
areas the debris on the ocean floor may 
contain sizeable amounts of those other 
denser types. Scientists have similarly and 
more simply defined marine debris as, any 
manufactured or processed solid waste 
material that enters the ocean environment 
from any source (Coe & Rogers, 1997). 
Marine debris is definitely characterized as 
human-created waste that has deliberately 
or accidentally become afloat. They tend 
to accumulate at the centre of gyres and 
on coastlines, frequently washing aground 
where it is known as beach litter. The 
US Congress passed a bill in 2006, The 
Marine Debris Research, Prevention, and 
Reduction Act, to create a program to 
address the marine debris pollution. One 
of the requirements in the bill was for 
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration) and the U.S. Coast Guard, 
to promulgate a definition of marine debris 
for the purposes of the Act. Thus, USCG and 
NOAA drafted and published a definition of 
marine debris in September 2009. 

The definition is this: “Any persistent solid 
material that is manufactured or processed 
and directly or indirectly, intentionally or 
unintentionally, disposed of or abandoned 
into the marine environment or the Great 
Lakes.” Marine debris can come in many 
forms, from a plastic soda bottle to a 
derelict vessel. Types and components of 
marine debris include plastics, glass, metal, 
Styrofoam, rubber, derelict fishing gear, and 
derelict vessels. UNEP has defined marine 
debris, or marine litter, as “any persistent, 
manufactured, processed, or solid material 
discarded, disposed of, or abandoned in the 
marine and coastal environment.”  
This is an even more 
global and comprehensive 
definition, as it does 
include the marine and 
correlated coastal impact 
of the aforementioned 
litter. As we mentioned 
supra, land-based sources 
of debris account for up to 
80 percent of the world’s 
marine pollution. Such debris 
is unquestionably one of 
the world’s most pervasive 
pollution problems affecting 
our beaches, coasts, oceans, 
seafloors, inland waterways 
and lands. It affects the 
economies and inhabitants 
of coastal and waterside 
communities worldwide. The 
effect of coastal littering is 
obviously compounded by 

vectors, such as rivers and storm drains, 
discharging litter from inland urban areas. 
Obviously, ocean current patterns, climate 
and tides, and proximity to urban centers, 
industrial and recreational areas, shipping 
lanes, and commercial fishing grounds 
influence the types and amount of debris 
that is found in the open ocean or collected 
along beaches, coasts and waterways, above 
and below the water’s edge. The other 20 
percent of this debris is from dumping 
activities on the water, including vessels 
(from small power and sailboats to large 
transport ships carrying people and goods), 
offshore drilling rigs and platforms, and 
fishing piers. Over the past 60 years, organic 
materials, once the most common form of 
debris, have yielded to synthetic elements 
as the most abundant material in solid 
waste. Marine litter is now 60 to 80 percent 
plastic, reaching 95 percent in some areas, 
according to a report by the Algalita Marine 
Research Foundation (created by Charles 
Moore), published in October 2008 in 
Environmental Research.

Around and around, worldwide, at distant 
seas, or merely bobbing among the waves 
before washing up ultimately on shore, 
a daily and ever too common plastic 
spectacle is unveiled: bottles, plastic 
bags, fishnets, clothing, lighters, tires, 
polystyrene, containers, plastics shoes, just 
a myriad of man-made items, all sharing a 
common origin: us. Yearly data adds to the 
despondent reality of how extensively the 
plastic tide is increasingly affecting world’s 
beaches and coasts. Launched in 1986 by 
the Ocean Conservancy, the Center for 
Marine Conservation’s annual International 
Coastal Cleanup (ICC) has grown into the 
world’s largest volunteer effort to collect 
data on the marine environment. Held 
the third Saturday of each September, the 
International Coastal Cleanup engages the 
public to remove trash and debris from the 
coasts, beaches, waterways, underwater, and 
on lands to identify the sources of debris.  
It is a compelling global snapshot of marine 
debris collected on one day at thousands of 
sites all over the world. 

Durable and slow to 
degrade, plastic materials 
that are used in the 
production of so many 
products, containers for 
beverage bottles, packing 
straps and tarps, and 
synthetic nylon materials 
used in fishing line, 
all become debris with 
staying power.

 
“The glacier 

inhales in winter and 
exhales in summer,” explains 

Matthias Huss, a young glaciologist at 
the University of Freiburg, Switzerland. In 

August, a quarter of the water that carries 
the Rhone River comes from the melting of 

the glaciers. They move. When the ice mass 
reaches a sufficient thickness, it begins to flow. 

“If it does not move, it’s stagnant ice, not a glacier,” 
says Dan Fagre as he points out a white patch in 

Montana’s Glacier National Park. He has worked there 
for 20 years as an ecologist specializing in climate change. 

Now there are 25 active glaciers in the park, but a century ago 
they were 150. Many disappeared before we mapped them. We 
know that they existed for their moraines, the piles of debris 
washed away and deposited by the glaciers. They reigned Twenty 
thousand years ago Switzerland was a sea of   ice; only the 
highest areas of the Alps stood out, like islands sculpted by the 
wind. The remains of that glaciation had a slight resurgence 
in the nineteenth century, at the end of what we know as the 

small ice age. A daguerreotype of 1849 shows the front of 
the Rhone glacier at a level 500 meters lower from where 

it is today; it fell down the steep slope, with its rocks of 
ice bathed in a bluish light, and crawled along the 

bottom of the valley like a frozen amoeba. An 
amoeba several stories high. The boldness 

to rub shoulders with monsters of that 
caliber during the small age of 

the ice allowed the 
  

 
scientists to realize from the 
moraines and other footprints at the top of 
the mountains- that in the past there were important 
glaciations.  This is how we learned that the climate of 
the Earth can undergo profound changes. 

If we were not provoking ourselves now, 
if nature were still in control, another ice 
age would occur within amillennium.

On the other hand, if we burn all the coal, oil and gas 
that is still underground, we will melt every last bit of 
ice. The glaciers remind us that we are at a crossroads. 
They fight. As the planet warms up, the glaciers seek 
a balance: an altitude and a mass in which the snow 
they accumulate is equal to the ice that melts. They 
struggle to adapt, but it’s not easy, Meteorology is 
a local phenomenon, and the struggle is individual; 
that’s why a few glaciers on Earth are still advancing, 
but only a few, and none of them are in the Alps. Half of 
the alpine ice has melted during the last century, enough 
to fill all the lakes of Switzerland. Huss predicts that between 
80 and 90% of the ice that still remains will have disappeared 
by 2100. The Rhone glacier has receded; It is no longer visible 
from the valley. Now it ends just above the Hotel Belvedere, and 
in summer you can still access its interior. To see it in winter, 
when it is alone in its element and the road that leads to the 
hotel is closed to traffic, you have to climb a mountain with 
snowshoes. From there, while the crows fly in circles 
and the snow swirls around you, the beast 
is at your feet.
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4.4. Web 
4.4.1. Elements de navegació 

Aquesta aplicació és fonamental per tal de 
tenir tota la informació recopilada, ampliada 
i a l’abast de tothom. 

El web té tres funcions principals: 
— Fer difusió de la revista, a partir de  
    resums dels reportatges propis, per captar  
    l’atenció dels usuaris i que tinguin interès  
    per comprar-la. 

— Que la informació estigui a l’abast de  
     tothom, lliure de pagament i que tingui  
     màxima repercussió. 

— Aconseguir nous subscriptors de la revista.

4. Memòria descriptiva 58 

In the 1 number of Ultimatum, we talk about 
the Earth gathers specific conditions that 
make life possible as having a particular 
atmosphere: a layer of gases that surrounds. 
It consists mainly of oxygen and nitrogen 
and traces of other elements such as carbon 
dioxide. Carbon dioxide, despite being in very.

Read more +

The new atmposhere.

Back
Icona menú

Botó al submenú

Indicador secció
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4.4. Web 
4.4.2. Menú 

El menú es visualitza a pantalla completa, 
dividida en quatre parts que són els quatre 
apartats que hi ha el web.

4. Memòria descriptiva 59 

Secció sel·leccionada
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4.4. Web 
4.4.3. Submenus 

La navegació dins del web es fa mitjançant 
el joc dels diferents mòduls en els quals la 
pantalla es va dividint, i és el propi usuari  
el que tria el camí de navegació.

Aquests quatre submenús són dels quatre 
apartats del web.

4. Memòria descriptiva 60 
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4.4. Web 
4.4.4. Seccions

 
Magazine

La secció de “Magazine” es troben els 
reportatges de cada nº de la revista en  
format resum, no es troba tot el contingut. 
Per llegir l’article complet, t’has de comprar 
la revista. D’aquesta manera, es fa una 
promoció i difusió de la revista. 

4. Memòria descriptiva 61 

In the 1 number of Ultimatum, we talk about 
the Earth gathers specific conditions that 
make life possible as having a particular 
atmosphere: a layer of gases that surrounds. 
It consists mainly of oxygen and nitrogen 
and traces of other elements such as carbon 
dioxide. Carbon dioxide, despite being in very.

Read more +

The new atmposhere.

Back

In the 1 number of Ultimatum, we talk about the Earth 
gathers specific conditions that make life possible as having 
a particular atmosphere: a layer of gases that surrounds. It 
consists mainly of oxygen and nitrogen and traces of other 
elements such as carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide, despite 
being in very low concentration, plays an essential role 
because it prevents the radiation that comes from the Sun is 
returned in its entirety to space. It thus becomes a “kind of 
trap”. that allows solar radiation, in the form of light, to pass 
through the atmosphere but prevents all heat from escaping 
to the outside. In this way, thermal conditions suitable for life 
are given on the earth’s surface.

With an average temperature of 15 °C. It produces a natural 
greenhouse effect without which life would not be possible. 
The Earth is heated thanks to the sun’s energy. A part of 
this energy that reaches the atmosphere is reflected in the 
direction of space, another very small part is absorbed and 
the rest crosses the atmosphere and warms the Earth. But 
when energy is reflected from Earth, a different phenomenon 
occurs. Some gases in the atmosphere, such as CO2 and 
water vapor, retain it, absorb much of the energy and prevent 
it from returning to space. This helps keep the planet warm. 
Thus, the atmosphere gives way to the Sun’s radiation so 
that it warms the Earth, but prevents the Earth’s radiation 
from escaping into space. This natural phenomenon has been 
called greenhouse effect. If the heat did not remain held in 

The new atmposhere X

If greenhouse gases 
are doubled, 
temperature increase 
of the entire planet 
between 1.5 and 4.5ºC 
can occur.

Back

Per tornar a la 
pantalla anterior

Imatge del 
reportatge

Destacat

Imatges del 
reportatge

Hover sobre la 
imatge. Mostra 
un resum
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4.4. Web 
4.4.4. Seccions

 
New facts

En aquesta secció, es poden trobar altres 
notícies més actuals que no es troben a la 
revista. Aquestes notícies tenen un format 
més curt.

En aquest cas, s’ha mantingut la divisió 
dels tres medis per classificar les diferents 
notícies, com a la revista.
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Back

In the 1 number of Ultimatum, we talk about 
the Earth gathers specific conditions that 
make life possible as having a particular 
atmosphere: a layer of gases that surrounds. 
It consists mainly of oxygen and nitrogen 
and traces of other elements such as carbon 
dioxide. Carbon dioxide, despite being in very.

Read more +

The new atmposhere.

In the 1 number of Ultimatum, we talk about the Earth 
gathers specific conditions that make life possible as having 
a particular atmosphere: a layer of gases that surrounds. It 
consists mainly of oxygen and nitrogen and traces of other 
elements such as carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide, despite 
being in very low concentration, plays an essential role 
because it prevents the radiation that comes from the Sun is 
returned in its entirety to space. It thus becomes a “kind of 
trap”. that allows solar radiation, in the form of light, to pass 
through the atmosphere but prevents all heat from escaping 
to the outside. In this way, thermal conditions suitable for life 
are given on the earth’s surface.

With an average temperature of 15 °C. It produces a natural 
greenhouse effect without which life would not be possible. 
The Earth is heated thanks to the sun’s energy. A part of 
this energy that reaches the atmosphere is reflected in the 
direction of space, another very small part is absorbed and 
the rest crosses the atmosphere and warms the Earth. But 
when energy is reflected from Earth, a different phenomenon 
occurs. Some gases in the atmosphere, such as CO2 and 
water vapor, retain it, absorb much of the energy and prevent 
it from returning to space. This helps keep the planet warm. 
Thus, the atmosphere gives way to the Sun’s radiation so 
that it warms the Earth, but prevents the Earth’s radiation 
from escaping into space. This natural phenomenon has been 
called greenhouse effect. If the heat did not remain held in 
the atmosphere, the Earth would glide. What if forests are cut 
down? The balance in the atmosphere is broken. 

Thus, the concentration of carbon dioxide increases, sunlight 
continues to enter, but it is increasingly difficult to dissipate 
heat into space: the Earth warms up progressively, enhancing 
the natural greenhouse effect. If we take into account that the 
difference between the temperature during the last ice age 
and the current time is only 4 ºC, it is not difficult to imagine 
that an increase in temperature in the same proportion 
would have catastrophic consequences. The weather 
around the world would change. The temperatures would 
be much higher, the strongest storms, the more frequent 
tornadoes and hurricanes, the more intense floods and the 
more durable droughts. The atmosphere is sufficiently thin 
because we can change the composition.The Kyoto protocol is 
an international agreement that tries to limit greenhouse gas 
emissions globally. The protocol arises from the international 
concern for global warming that could increase the 
uncontrolled emissions of these gases. The agreements that 
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4.4. Web 
4.4.4. Seccions

 
Solutions

Aquesta secció té la finalitat d’aportar 
solucions pràctiques als usuaris, tant de caire 
personals o globals. 

4. Memòria descriptiva 63 

In the 1 number of Ultimatum, we talk about the Earth 
gathers specific conditions that make life possible as having 
a particular atmosphere: a layer of gases that surrounds. It 
consists mainly of oxygen and nitrogen and traces of other 
elements such as carbon dioxide.

Read more +

The new atmposhere.

The new atmposhere.
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In the 1 number of Ultimatum, we talk about the Earth 
gathers specific conditions that make life possible as having 
a particular atmosphere: a layer of gases that surrounds. It 
consists mainly of oxygen and nitrogen and traces of other 
elements such as carbon dioxide. that allows solar radiation, 
in the form of light, to pass through the atmosphere but 
prevents all heat from escaping to the outside. In this way, 
thermal conditions suitable for life are given on the earth’s 
surface.

 with an average temperature of 15 °C. It produces a natural 
greenhouse effect without which life would not be possible. 
The Earth is heated thanks to the sun’s energy. A part of 
this energy that reaches the atmosphere is reflected in the 
direction of space, another very small part is absorbed and 
the rest crosses the atmosphere and warms the Earth. But 
when energy is reflected from Earth, a different phenomenon 
occurs. Some gases in the atmosphere, such as CO2 and 
water vapor, retain it, absorb much of the energy and prevent 
it from returning to space. This helps keep the planet warm. 
Thus, the atmosphere gives way to the Sun’s radiation so 
that it warms the Earth, but prevents the Earth’s radiation 
from escaping into space. This natural phenomenon has been 
called greenhouse effect. If the heat did not remain held in 
the atmosphere, the Earth would glide. What if forests are cut 
down? The balance in the atmosphere is broken. Thus, the 
concentration of carbon dioxide increases, sunlight continues 
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4.4. Web 
4.4.4. Seccions

 
About us

En “About us” trobem una explicació que 
explica que va el projecte Ultimatum, i 
també les dades de contacte, l’equip que 
conforma el projecte i el formulari per fer-se 
subscriptor de la revista. 

4. Memòria descriptiva 64 

Ultimatum is a magazine about Amus, istis 
denem ulla de volor ratemqui dicia nulpa 
sumentiam aliaept aturem quatus reius 
maximus et inissectam laborent, offictur, 
conseni eturia dolor moloratur as accus 
nonsed explique rem es nulparibus pra 
nem sitam es et que non re explabo runtium 
rerchit ibuscii scitat od quo vollabore 
core simolore odist pra quibea velesed 
magniame sit aborroria prera consequis 
ipsunt lantet ea endebitiume ped est estium 
la delit ad ut lacidus ipsum ad quam re 
cuptate con corionsed quos molupient 
qui conecus in re, simod min nobitiore 
possitam aut est, sitatia doloruptam 
eatur adi dolluptaest odis eiureped es 
dolore vollupt inimolecus id ut vernam 
volor aliqui officte nones plaudae volorib 
usamusciet faces des amus. Ped magni 
quuntem percimp oreperecto magnit.
excestiame voluptae ium utenient et lam 
fuga. Officietum, sam, coneste audia.
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

Díptic coberta
La capçalera de la revista es mantindrà 
intacta en tots els números. 

Les cobertes seran solament tipogràfiques, 
fent un resum dels continguts presents en 
cada número. 

Cada número tindrà un color diferent, per 
tal que sigui fàcil de distingir-les.

El díptic anirà amb un gramatge de paper 
superior que l’interior de la revista per tal  
de diferenciar-se protegir-la.

5. Memòria productiva 66 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

Díptic coberta
Imatge global en monotò vermell, com  
el de la coberta.

5. Memòria productiva 67 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

Díptic coberta + Editorial
Convivència de dos gramatges diferents: 
a la part esquerra és el final del díptic i es 
deixarà en blanc, i a la part dreta l’editorial.

El disseny de l’editorial i de les portadetes 
de cada secció seguiran el mateix disseny en 
tots els números, són les pàgines comunes 
que li donen unitat a la revista. 

El text de l’editorial sempre farà referència a 
l’estació de l’any en que es publica, fent incís 
a als canvis que estan patint les estacions 
degut el canvi climàtic. 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

Portadeta + continguts
S’agrupa el text introductori de cada secció, 
que parla sobre el medi ambient, amb els dos 
reportatges que es trobaran a cada secció. 

EDITOR IN CHIEF Laia Closas / EDITOR Andrew Hudson / ART DIRECTION Marie Nicolau & David Leonhardt / MANAGING EDITOR Claire Le Guern
PHOTO EDITOR Mandy Barker /  DESIGN ASSISTANT George Monbiot / PRINTING The folio Club / DISTRIBUTION Ultimatum is distributed 
internationally through independent bookshops, galleries department stores and online. For distribution enquiries please contact: info@ultimatum.com
CONTRIBUTORS Alec Porssman, Anthony Pagano, Daniel Bryant, Ignacio Fariza, Lester Lefkowitz, Yazar Yasemin.

CREDITS.
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

I. The new atmposhere
El concepte d’aquest reportatge és l’augment 
de concentració de CO2 que hi ha a 
l’atmosfera i el perill que suposa superar  
el límit de 400ppm.

Els recursos gràfics utilitzats són: 
— Una gràfica de barra present en tot el    
     reportatge que distribueix els elements en  
     les pàgines. 
— El color per destacar serà el vermell.  
— Degradat vermell per crear un ambient  
     contaminat i perillós.  
 
Al peu de cada portada que obre cada 
reportatge, trobem el número de cada 
reportatge, per indicar on comença.  
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The Earth gathers specific conditions that 
make life possible as having a particular 
atmosphere: a layer of gases that surrounds 
the Earth. It consists mainly of oxygen 
and nitrogen and traces of other elements 
such as carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide, 
despite being in very low 
concentration, plays an 
essential role because it 
prevents the radiation 
that comes from the Sun 
is returned in its entirety 
to space. It thus becomes a 
“kind of trap” that allows 
solar radiation, in the form 
of light, to pass through the 
atmosphere but prevents all 
heat from escaping to the 
outside. In this way, thermal conditions 
suitable for life are given on the earth’s 
surface with an average temperature of 
15 °C. It produces a natural greenhouse 
effect without which life would not be 
possible. The Earth is heated thanks to the 
sun’s energy. A part of this energy that 
reaches the atmosphere is reflected in 
the direction of space, another very small 
part is absorbed and the rest crosses the 
atmosphere and warms the Earth. But when 
energy is reflected from Earth, a different 
phenomenon occurs. Some gases in the 
atmosphere, such as CO2 and water vapor, 
retain it, absorb much of the energy and 
prevent it from returning to space. This 
helps keep the planet warm. Thus, the 
atmosphere gives way to the Sun’s radiation 
so that it warms the Earth, but prevents 

the Earth’s radiation from escaping into 
space. This natural phenomenon has been 
called greenhouse effect. If the heat did not 
remain held in the atmosphere, the Earth 
would glide. What if forests are cut down? 
The balance in the atmosphere is broken. 

Thus, the concentration of carbon dioxide 
increases, sunlight continues to enter, but it 
is increasingly difficult to dissipate heat into 
space: the Earth warms up progressively, 
enhancing the natural greenhouse effect. 
If we take into account that the difference 
between the temperature during the last 
ice age and the current time is only 4 ºC, it 
is not difficult to imagine that an increase 
in temperature in the same proportion 
would have catastrophic consequences. The 
weather around the world would change. 
The temperatures would be much higher, 
the strongest storms, the more frequent 
tornadoes and hurricanes, the more intense 
floods and the more durable droughts. The 
atmosphere is sufficiently thin because we 
can change the composition. The Kyoto 
protocol is an international agreement that 

tries to limit greenhouse gas emissions 
globally. The protocol arises from the 
international concern for global warming 
that could increase the uncontrolled 
emissions of these gases. The agreements 
that were carried out 1997 were: 
• 38 industrialized countries are committed 
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 5%. 
• Rich countries must reduce their gas 
emissions between 25% and 40% by 2020. 
• Long-term negotiation states that the 
increase in temperature must be below both 
degrees compared to pre-industrial levels.  
• Adaptation of less industrialized countries 
to tackle disasters related to climate change. 
• The industrialized countries must 
promote strategies for lowering carbon 
emissions and developing countries must 
limit emissions with appropriate national 
plans and actions. 
• The action plans must be submitted every 
two years to an international control and 
verification system, although they must be 
done in a way that is not instructive, not 
punishable and respectful. 
• The industrialized countries must provide 
$30,000 million in three years, until 2012 
and mobilize resources up to $ 100,000.

We have modified the massive mechanisms 
of the planet, which have kept the earth 
habitable for the last 10,000 years. We have 
tempered the oceans with combustion, we 
have invested the carbon cycle in more 
than 400,000 years. We have unleashed a 
meteorological wave of violent and chaotic 
character. We have altered the seasons. 

If greenhouse gases are 
doubled, temperature 
increase of the entire 
planet between 1.5 and 
4.5 ºC can occur.

Article by ALEC PORSSMANN
Images by ANTHONY PAGANO
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How did you evolve from ER doctor 
to air pollution activist?

I started getting very active with this when 
I went down to a meeting of the board of 
harbor commissioners about ten years ago. 
Basically the board wanted yet another 
expansion project and they had prepared an 
Environment Impact Report that was totally 
bogus. And I saw a friend of mine question 
this and the harbor commissioners lied to 
my friend. When they were lying to my 
friend, they were lying to the public. They 
were rationalizing, externalizing the cost 
of doing all this shipping onto the backs of 
the people who can least afford it. The cost 
of doing business is borne by the population 
that lives downwind, who bear the burden 
of excess health effects. And as we began 
to review the Environmental Impact 
Reports we learned that they were basically 
elaborate rationalizations to evade.

You told NPR in 2006 that your 
environmental activism can save 
more lives than your work as an ER 
doctor. Can you elaborate on that?

As I studied this issue of port-related air 
pollution I realized that if I could be helpful 
in diminishing the air pollution by even a 
few micrograms per cubic meter of this fine 
particle air pollution I’d save many more 
lives than I ever would as an ER doctor. I felt 
as a doctor that it was my responsibility to 
try to prevent disease rather than just trying 
to treat the effects of it – trying to treat the 
heart attack victim and the stroke victim 
and the person with cancer, and all of the 
kids with asthma and all of the people with 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and 
the children with birth defects. I came to 
understand that air pollution was causing a 
significant fraction of these problems and 
it’s just my duty to try to diminish this.

If the burden of port pollution-
related health effects is borne by 
those who live closest to it, how 
does that affect health care costs 
for harbor communities?

We calculated the healthcare cost of this  
the Sierra Club did this and I did this on  
my own. Let’s say using data from the South 

Coast Air Quality Management District 
or Union of Concerned Scientists, [take 
the] healthcare cost estimates from this 
pollution, and you divide it by the number 
of ship calls, you’ve got around $450,000-
$500,000 per ship call. I’m sitting here 
looking out at the ocean right now. And I 
see three large cargo ships. So I’m looking 
at $1,350,000 worth of healthcare costs that 
are borne by the community so that all this 
wonderful foreign trade can be done. So 
some people see these ships coming in and 
they say, “oh great, we have jobs.” But I look 
at it as “gee, we have more pollution and 
more healthcare costs.” We’re subsidizing 
this foreign trade with our health.

Because the port is an enormous 
industrial complex, how do local 
advocacy groups keep track of port 
activity?

We have got a whole number of 
Environmental Impact Reports on port 
expansion projects coming to us that we’re 
trying to study. We have noticed that the 
[reports] were far better than they were in 
the past. They really are. And again it’s not 
from the goodness of their heart. The port 
likes to take credit for all these different 
things as if they’re our wonderful green, 
good neighbor. But they’re not doing this 
out of the goodness of their hearts, they’re 
doing it because we’ve raised hell with ‘em. 
It’s because they’ve been sued repeatedly 
over the patently absurd assertions in these 
reports that everything is ok. But they are 
doing better on the reports.

You testified the Senate in support 
of the Marine Vessel Emissions 
Reduction Act. 

The bill was aimed at the fact that these 
foreign-owned ships have had a total free 
ride. They can just use our air as their toxic 
dumping site. Industry responds by saying 
“We’re all gonna be broke. This is gonna 
raise the price of consumer goods hugely.” 
And yet I think it was Jessie Marquez 
[executive director of Coalition for a Safe 
Environment] that first calculated that, if 
this were enacted, the raise in cost for a pair 
of imported tennis shoes would go up by 
one-fourth of one penny. 

A doctor specializes in radiology 
and family medicine, very critic 
with pollution cities. 

Interviewed by  
Clara Ribera

John  
Miller

There are many short-term and 
long-term effects that air pollution 
can have on people’s health.

di
se

as
es

Urban air pollution increases the risk of 
suffering from acute respiratory diseases, 
such as pneumonia, and chronic, such as 
lung cancer and cardiovascular diseases.  
Air pollution affects different groups of 
people in different ways. The most serious 
effects occur in people who are already sick. 
In addition, the most vulnerable groups, 
such as children, the elderly and low-income 
families with limited access to medical care, 
are more susceptible to the harmful effects 
of this phenomenon.

de
at

h
s The organization estimates that almost 

90% of deaths related to air pollution 
occur in low and middle income countries, 
and almost two out of three occur in the 
Southeast Asia and Western Pacific regions. 
Air pollution continues to harm the 
health of the most vulnerable populations, 
namely women, children and the elderly.  
It is estimated that there are 1.3 million 
people in the world who die in a year due 
to urban air pollution; More than half of 
these deaths occur in developing countries. 
Air pollution represents a serious problem 
of environmental hygiene that affects the 
inhabitants of developing and developed 
countries. Residents of cities where there 
are high levels of air pollution suffer more 
heart disease, respiratory problems and lung 
cancers than those who live in urban areas 
where the air is cleaner. In short, one in six 
people die every year due to pollution.

ex
po

su
re

Exposure to short and long term effects 
on health. For example, people with 
asthma face a higher risk of suffering an 
asthma attack on days when ground-level 
ozone concentrations are higher, while 
people exposed to high concentrations of 
particulate matter (PM) for several years. 
they have a higher risk of suffering from 
cardiovascular diseases. The WHO calculates 
that if the average annual concentration 
of MP10 decreases from 70 to 20 μg / m3, 
which is the objective established in the 
air quality guidelines of 2005, 15% of the 
long-term mortality caused can be avoided. 
for air pollution. Achieving a reduction of 
this magnitude also reduces the cases of 
respiratory and cardiovascular diseases and 
increases the life expectancy of population.

so
lu
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s Cities can determine which are the main 
sources of air pollution and implement 
policies that improve air quality, such as 
encouraging the use of public transport, 
going on foot and riding a bicycle, instead 
of relying on private cars ; the promotion of 
power plants that use clean and renewable 
fuels instead of coal, and improvements 
in the energy efficiency of buildings and 
industries. Other supplementary measures 
are raising awareness about the high burden 
of morbidity related to urban air pollution 
and its main sources, and highlighting the 
importance of acting now to implement 
appropriate interventions for each country. 
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II. Extreme meteorology
En aquest reportatge, es vol remarcar 
l’extrema força que estan agafant els 
fenòmens meteorològics, a causa de les  
altes temperatures que hi ha a l’ambient  
i als oceans.

Els recursos gràfics utilitzats són: 
— Les imatges es presenten dins de línies  
     isobàriques que van formant un mapa  
     isobàric d’un huracà fort. Aquestes línies  
     van empenyent el text cap als marges. 
— El color per destacar serà el blau elèctric. 
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Probably, both. The main drivers of 
recent disasters have been natural climate 
cycles, in particular El Niño and La Niña. 
In the last few decades we have learned 
a lot about how the strange oscillations 
of the equatorial Pacific affect climate all 
over the world. During the episodes of 
El Niño, a gigantic mass of warm water 
that normally remains in the central 
Pacific moves eastward and reaches the 
coasts of South America; During the La 
Niña phenomenon, this mass shrinks and 
retreats to the western Pacific. The heat 
and steam that emanate from the warm 
water generate powerful stormy fronts of 
great vertical development, whose influence 
extends beyond the tropics, to the 
jet streams that travel over the 
middle latitudes. The oscillations 
of this mass of warm water 
along the equator (from east to 
west and back to the east) make 
the sinuous of the jet streams 
move north and south, which 
modifies the course of the storms 
Through the continents. Episodes 
of El Niño usually bring torrential rains to 
the southern United States and Peru, and 
droughts and fires to Australia. With La 
Niña, the rains flood Australia but they are 
scarce in the Southwest of the United States, 
in Texas and in places even further away, 
such as East Africa. These consequences are 
not automatic or invariable; the atmosphere 
and the ocean are chaotic fluids, and other 
oscillations influence the meteorology in 
each specific place and time. 

However, the tropical Pacific exerts a 
particularly powerful influence, because 
it releases an enormous amount of heat 
and water vapor into the atmosphere. The 
extreme episodes of El Niño or La Niña 
prepare the ground for extreme events 
in other parts of the world. But natural 

cycles are not enough to explain the recent 
unprecedented gust of disaster. Something 
else is happening. The Earth is getting 
warmer and there is much more moisture 
in the atmosphere. Decades of observations 
from meteorological stations, satellites, 
ships, buoys, oceanic probes and sounding 
balloons indicate that the persistent 
accumulation of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere retains heat and warms the 
earth, the oceans and the air. Although 

some regions, 
particularly 

the Arctic, 

are warming faster than 
others, the average surface temperature of 
the planet has increased by half a degree in 
the last 40 years. In 2010 it reached 14.5 °C, 
surpassing the record registered in 2005. 
When heated, the seas release more water 
vapor. “And we already know that the water 
in a bucket evaporates earlier if we light 
the fire,” says Jay Gulledge, a researcher 
with the Center for Climate and Energy 
Solutions (C2ES), a nonprofit organization 
in Arlington, Virginia. The measurements 
made from the satellites indicate that the 
water vapor in the air column has increased 
by 4% in the last 25 years. And the more 
water vapor, the greater the probability of 
torrential rains. By the end of this century 
the average global temperature could 
increase between 1.5 and 4.5 °C, a figure 

Are storms and extreme 
floods related to climate 
change? What’s going 
on? Are these extreme 
phenomena signs of a 
dangerous change in the 
global climate caused by 
human activity, or are 
we just going through a 
natural cycle of bad luck?

5.1. Aplicacions 
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Pàgines dobles del reportatge II.

With the arrival of Donald Trump to 
the White House, the change of pa-
radigm in the US regarding climate 
change has been brutal. What real 
implications can your withdrawal 
from the Paris Agreement have?

It is very worrying, because the United 
States has the tradition of being a leader 
in these issues. But, fortunately, the rest of 
the planet agrees. What defined the Paris 
Agreement to a large extent was what the 
US Administration could do without the 
agreement of the Congress. And there, since 
before Trump, that had as a mantra not 
accept climate change.

What is the real risk for the new  
US Administration?

 
What we hope is that in four years I can 
not change much; that the pendulum, 

which has moved to one end, returns to the 
starting position. What is alarming is the 
denial of climate change and, a step further, 
the denial of the enormous contribution of 
science to the benefit of society. The only 
consolation is that many States, cities and 
companies have agreed to the margin of 
what Trump says.

Have scientists failed in their work 
of communication and pedagogy so 
that the US has chosen a president 
openly skeptical of climate change?

 
Yes, it has failed. But, above all, in the 

previous years [to Trump’s victory]. 
Even so, in the United 

States  
 

 

the majority of the population already 
agrees on the existence of climate change 
and the incidence of  human activity. The 
scientific community did a very bad job 
in communicating the seriousness of the 

problem to society. There is talk of future 
projections and not of present events. There 
is a high probability that more and more 
virulent phenomena will occur.

Hurricanes, like Harvey or Irma, 
are present facts.

 
Yes, and we hope that the negationist 
position will change with everything that 
has just happened in the US with Irma 
and Harvey. They are predictions that are 
already materializing.

Are these phenomena the result of 
global warming?

 
Climate change does not cause these 
extreme events, but it does increase its 
intensity. Hurricanes have to do with 
the temperature of the sea. And that 

temperature has risen as a result of 
climate change. Hurricanes Harvey and 

Irma might have also happened 
without climate change, but 

their virulence would have 
been incomparably 

lower: that is very 
well projected in 

the scientific 
literature. It is 

absurd to hear 
that we do 

not have 
enough 

data

 
to know whether it influences or not. There 
is a high probability that more and more 
virulent phenomena will occur.

The chemical engineer Mario Molina 
won a Nobel for his research on the 
ozone layer and has since dedicated his 
life to solving problems.

Interviewed by  
Ignacio Fariza

Mario 
Molina

dr
ou

gh
ts Although droughts may have different 

causes depending on the area of the world 
and other natural factors, most scientists 
have begun linking droughts more intense 
to climate change. This is because as more 
greenhouse gas emissions are emitted, the 
air temperature increases, the moisture 
evaporates more from the earth and lakes, 

rivers and other bodies of water.  
The warmer temperatures also 

increase the evaporation of the 
vegetal soils, that affect the 

vegetal life and can reduce.

 h
ea

t According to the study, by the year 2100, 
three out of four people on Earth could be 
subjected to at least 20 days per year of heat 
and humidity associated with deadly heat 
waves, if greenhouse effect emissions 
continue to rise.

h
u
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Hurricanes are a natural part of our climate 
system, recent research suggests that 
there has been an increase in the intense 
hurricane activity in the North Atlantic since 
the seventies. In the future, there may be no 
more hurricanes, but there will probably be 
more intense hurricanes that have higher 
wind speeds and more precipitation as a 
result of global warming. The impacts of 
this trend will probably be aggravated by 
the increase in sea level and a growing 
population along the coasts.

sn
ow

fa
ll The years with an intense seasonal snow 

and extreme snowfall continue to produce 
very often as the weather has changed. 
The frequency of extreme snowfall in the 
eastern two-thirds of the bordering United 
States has increased over the past century. 
About two times the extreme US storms 
occurred in the second half of the twentieth 
century as the first. The conditions that 
influence the severity of snowstorms in 
the US include warmer ocean surface 
temperatures in the Atlantic Ocean. These 
can lead to exceptionally high amounts 
of humidity that flow into a storm and 
contribute to a greater intensification of 
the storm. Natural variability can affect 
ocean surface temperatures, but as the 
temperature of the global surface increases, 
the temperature at any moment is higher 
than what would have been without 
climatic changes. In general, global ocean 
surface temperatures have increased at a 
rate of + 0.18 °F per decade since 1950.
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Portadeta de la secció: Terrestrial 
environment.
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Destruction of the soil
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III. Destruction of the soil
El tema principal d’aquest reportatge és la 
pèrdua de productivitat del sòl terrestre i 
la invasió provocada per la construcció de 
carreteres i ciutats. 
 
Els recursos gràfics utilitzats són: 
— Imatges a color del sòl terrestre aèries a  
     pàgina completa.  
— Imatges en blanc i negre de carreteres  
     i ciutats que, gradualment, van tapant les  
     imatges del sòl, fins a tapar-lo totalment.  
— Els colors per destacar seran el verd fosc  
     i el blanc.
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Soil is a fundamental resource for our 
survival. It is a very important source of 
food, because of the crops grown there, but 
also because our life revolves around the 
disposition of the territory. Soil degradation 
is an anthropic process that negatively 
affects the internal biophysics of the soil 
to support life in an ecosystem, including 
accepting, storing and recycling water, 
organic matter and nutrients. It occurs 
when the soil loses important properties as 
a result of inadequate use. Natural hazards 
are usually excluded as causes of soil 
degradation. Soils are of vital importance for 
the production of nutritious crops and they 
filter and clean tens of thousands of km3 
of water each year. As an important carbon 
store, soils also help regulate emissions 
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse 
gases, thus being fundamental for climate 
regulation. However, the overwhelming 
conclusion is that most of the world’s soil 
resources are in bad or very bad condition 
and that conditions are getting worse in 
many more cases than they are improving.

 
On many occasions, soil degradation is 
accelerated by human intervention. The 
main processes of soil degradation are: 
• Accelerated erosion: Dragging of soil 
materials by various agents such as 
water and wind, which generates soil 
unproductivity. 
• Soil salinity and sodification: Excessive 
accumulation of soluble salts in the part 
where the roots of the crops develop. The 
increase of the apparent density of the soil, 
in the superficial or deep layers and its 

results is the gradual deterioration of the 
organic matter and the biological activity. 
• Chemical contamination: Anthropogenic 
discharges and the excessive use of 
fertilizers and biocides for the control 
of pests and diseases, produce chemical 
contamination. 
• Loss of nutrients: Gradual or accelerated 
depletion of the soil by overexploitation or 
monoculture, which results in low fertility 
and unproductivity of soils. 
• Sealing and urbanization: The 
covering of the ground with synthetic 
elements (cement, asphalt ...) implies its 
disappearance. 

The new surface, generally impermeable, 
is not very suitable for the development of 
vegetation and the retention of water and 
nutrients. In many cases, the phenomenon 
affects the bottom soils of the valley, with 
high productive. Erosion affects all types 
of crops and their devastation due to the 
effects of uncontrolled fires can increase 
soil loss and deterioration. The loss of soil 
by human intervention has overcome the 
geological erosion caused throughout the 
history of the earth. The consequences 
derived from this process are the loss 
of a resource to produce food and the 
contamination of the lower parts of the 
basins, by the accumulation of sediments. 
For this reason, in many occasions the rivers 
become authentic deposits of mud. An even 
bigger problem is: contamination by the 
“dispersion of agrochemical substances such 
as fertilizers and phytosanitaries that are 
displaced by erosion along with soil particles 
and that when deposited in channels 
and reservoirs reduce the water quality, 
sometimes, of consumption human”. 
Experts point out that a soil loss of about 12 
tons per hectare per year could be tolerated, 
equivalent to a thickness of 1 millimeter. If 
the speed of formation of the soil coincided 
with the speed of loss there would be no 
problem, however this second process is 
much slower. The soil is lost very quickly, 
especially when it rains intensely, because 
the land does not have any protection. 
Erosion occurs for several reasons: because 
rain generates runoff that plucks and 
removes soil particles.

33 percent of the land 
is moderately to highly 
degraded due to erosion, 
salinization, compaction, 
acidification and 
chemical contamination 
of soils.

Article by GEORGE MONBIOT
Images by LESTER LEFKOWITZ
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urban pollution. For example, in 2004, 
workers on Beijing’s Line 10 subway fell ill 
while working a site previously occupied 
by a pesticide plant. That made the public 
and the environmental authorities aware 
of the issue. Then there were similar cases 
with the Beijing 3rd Chemical Plant, Beijing 
Hongshi Paint Factory, Beijing Dye Factory, 
Beijing Coking Plant and Shougang Steel. 
But in urban areas there are no confirmed 
cases of soil pollution causing public 

health issues. The 
problem hasn’t 
been known for 
very long  it’s only 
in the last 10 years 
that this process 
has started, and 
identifying a 
causal relationship 
requires a 
long period of 
observation.

What standards 
do we currently 
have for 
assessing and 
remedying soil 
pollution?
 
There are two 
types of soil 
standard, one 
for industrial 
and mining 

land, and one for farmland. There is a 
Soil Environmental Quality Standard for 
farmland, but this only covers two organic 
pollutants and eight heavy metals — 
cadmium, mercury, arsenic, copper, lead, 
chromium, zinc 
and nickel —  

Where does soil pollution come 
from  and why have we seen so 
many cases in recent years?

 
Soil pollution comes mainly from mining 
and industrial activity. China’s 30 years 
of rapid economic growth have inevitably 
caused many environmental problems. 
Europe and the US saw the same thing 
during their periods of quick growth. 
Polluted farmland is more serious in 
provinces with mining areas: Hunan, 
Guangxi, Jiangxi, Guizhou, Gansu. In 
urban areas pollution is mainly due 
to heavy metal and petrochemical 
production. But that pollution isn’t just due 
to output for China’s own needs. In recent 
years many overseas manufacturers have 
moved to China and become major sources 
of pollution. The increased frequency of 
incidents is down to three reasons: first, soil 
and groundwater pollution is hidden, and 
previously it wasn’t a matter of concern.
Environmental concerns start with what can 
be seen or felt: surface water pollution, air 
pollution. Only 
later does soil 
or groundwater 
pollution 
come to light. 
That’s been the 
experience in 
any country.

Over the last 
two decades 
China has 
mainly been 
concerned with 
pollution of 
surface water 
and the air. 
Second, soil and 
groundwater 
have a certain 
environmental 
capacity 
problems 
don’t become 
apparent until a 
certain degree of pollution has accumulated 
Third, in urban areas soil pollution only 
came to light as industry moved out to 
make way for the service sector. In 2007, 
many urban industrial or mining concerns 
were relocated or shut down to make way 
for property development, but this exposed 

Interviewed by  
Zhang Chung

Gao 
Shengda

Secretary of the China Environmental 
Remediation Association, talks about 
the challenges of cleaning up soil.
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ty In 2050, the world 

economy will be 
four times greater 
than today and 
will need 80% 
more energy to 
function. The lack 
of more effective 
policies will 
result in the sources of energy for global 
energy consumption coming from 85% of 
fossil sources. The expansion of human 
settlements and climate change contribute 
to the loss of biodiversity. For this same 
date, it is expected that terrestrial 
biodiversity will decrease by 10% more 
by 2050. Among the main determinants 
of biodiversity loss are They include: the 
use of land (for example, agriculture), 
the development of infrastructures, the 
expansion of human settlements and the 
fragmentation of natural habitats.
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ct Fragmentation occurs when a large 
and continuous habitat is reduced and 
subdivided into two or more fragments.  
This phenomenon is almost always 
associated with the clearing of forests for 
conversion into other land uses, but it also 
occurs when the area is crossed by a road, 
canal. It occurs when the mobility of the 
organisms or their reproductive structures 
is impeded, which results in limiting 
the potential of the organisms for their 
dispersion and colonization. Many species 
of insects, birds and mammals do not cross 
these barriers; therefore, plants that have 
fleshy fruits or seeds that are dispersed by 
animals will also be affected. 

At present we are almost 
seven thousand five hundred 
million people on the Planet. 
UN estimates that this will 
increase the population until 
2100: 8.5 billion in 2030; 9.7 
billion in 2050 and 11.2 billion 
in 2100. By 2050, almost 70% 
of the world’s population will 
live in cities. Urban land around 
the world has tripled since 2000. The most 
detailed map ever made of the uses that 
are given to the earth’s surface shows how 
urbanization is eating ground in leaps and 
bounds. In the last work, it is considered 
artificially occupied already 0.6% of the 
land. FAO makes a comparison with another 
similar map from 14 years ago. Although 
the technology has improved a lot and the 
detail of the new map is much higher, 0.2% 
of the surface was attributed to human 
constructions. 
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Currently we spend in the first ten months 
of the year what ecosystems can produce, 
regenerate and recycle throughout the year. 
In most countries, the population grows 
in a way that the available environmental 
resources are not sufficient and exceed 
expectations of improvements in housing, 
health care, food security or energy supply. 
It is estimated that the productive land 
available to meet the needs of each person 
living on the planet corresponds to 1.7 
hectares. However, the average ecological 
footprint for each inhabitant is 2.8 hectares 
The demand for cereals will reach 3,000 
million tons and meat production will 
increase by more than 200 million tons. 72% 
of meat production will be for consumption 
in developing countries, and currently 
consume only 58%. 
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IV. Plastic waste
El concepte d’aquest reportatge és que el 
plàstic no desapareix, no es desintegra mai,  
i d’una forma o d’una altra segueix present 
a la terra.

Els recursos gràfics utilitzats són: 
— A la cantonada dreta superior hi ha una  
    cronologia per recalcar la durada del  
    plàstic. Comença l’any 1960, quan es va  
    crear la primera bossa de plàstic.  
— Bosses de plàstic que fan de requadre del  
     text, per millorar la llegibilitat.  
— Imatges a pàgina completa.  
— El color per destacar serà el blanc.
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Washed out on our coasts in obvious and 
clearly visible form, the plastic pollution 
spectacle blatantly unveiling on our beaches 
is only the prelude of the greater story that 
unfolded further away in the world’s oceans, 
yet mostly originating from where we stand: 
the land. 

 
 

For more than 50 years, global production 
and consumption of plastics have 
continued to rise. An estimated 299 million 
tons of plastics were produced in 2013, 
representing a 4 percent increase over 2012, 
and confirming and upward trend over 
the past years. In 2008, our global plastic 
consumption worldwide has been estimated 
at 260 million tons, and, according to a 2012 
report by Global Industry Analysts, plastic 
consumption is to reach 297.5 million 
tons by the end of 2015. Plastic is versatile, 
lightweight, flexible, moisture resistant, 
strong, and relatively inexpensive. Those are 
the attractive qualities that lead us, around 
the world, to such a voracious appetite and 
over-consumption of plastic goods. However, 
durable and very slow to degrade, plastic 
materials that are used in the production 
of so many products all, ultimately, 
become waste with staying power. Our 
tremendous attraction to plastic, coupled 
with an undeniable behavioral propensity 
of increasingly over-consuming, discarding, 
littering and thus polluting, has become a 
combination of lethal nature. A simple walk 
on any beach, anywhere, and the plastic 
waste spectacle is present. All over the world 
the statistics are ever growing, staggeringly. 
Tons of plastic debris (which by definition 
are waste that can vary in size from large 
containers, fishing nets to microscopic 
plastic pellets or even particles) is discarded 
every year, everywhere, polluting lands, 

rivers, coasts, beaches, and oceans.Published 
in the journal Science in February 2015, 
a study conducted by a scientific working 
group at UC Santa Barbara’s National 
Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis 
(NCEAS), quantified the input of plastic 
waste from land into the ocean. The results: 
every year, 8 million metric tons of plastic 
end up in our oceans. It’s equivalent to five 
grocery bags filled with plastic for every 
foot of coastline in the world. In 2025, the 
annual input is estimated to be about twice 
greater, or 10 bags full of plastic per foot 
of coastline. So the cumulative input for 
2025 would be nearly 20 times the 8 million 
metric tons estimate – 100 bags of plastic 
per foot of coastline in the world! Lying 
halfway between Asia and North America, 
north of the Hawaiian archipelago, and 
surrounded by water for thousands of miles 
on all sides, the Midway Atoll is about as 
remote as a place can get. 

However, Midways’ isolation has not 
spared it from the great plastic tide either, 
receiving massive quantities of plastic 
debris, shot out from the North Pacific 
circular motion of currents (gyre). Midways’ 
beaches, covered with large debris and 
millions of plastic particles in place of the 
sand, are suffocating, envenomed by the 
slow plastic poison continuously washing 
ashore.Then, on shore, the spectacle 
becomes even more poignant, as thousands 
of bird corpses rest on these beaches, piles 
of colorful plastic remaining where there 
stomachs had been. In some cases, the 
skeleton had entirely biodegraded; yet the 
stomach-size plastic piles are still present, 
intact. Witnesses have watched in horror 
seabirds choosing plastic pieces, red, pink, 
brown and blue, because of their similarity 
to their own food. It is estimated that of the 
1.5 million Laysan Albatrosses which inhabit 
Midway, all of them have plastic in their 
digestive system; for one third of the chicks, 
the plastic blockage is deadly, coining 
Midway Atoll as “albatross graveyards” by 
five media artists, led by photographer 
Chris Jordan, who recently filmed and 
photographed the catastrophic effects of 
the plastic pollution there. From the whale, 
sea lions, and birds to the microscopic 
organisms called zooplankton, plastic has 
been, and is, greatly affecting marine life on 
shore and off shore. In a 2006 report, Plastic 
Debris in the World’s Oceans, Greenpeace 
stated that at least 267 different animal 
species are known to have suffered from 
entanglement and ingestion of plastic. 

Article by CLAIRE LE GUERN
Images by MANDY BARKER

The world population 
is living, working, 
vacationing, increasingly 
conglomerating along 
the coasts, and standing 
on the front row of 
the greatest, most 
unprecedented, plastic 
waste tide ever faced.
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Pàgines dobles del reportatge IV.

Kathryn Kellogg is a zero waste 
ambassador that writes about 
individual action at goingzerowaste.
com. It encompasses real food, 
natural cleaning, DIY beauty, and 
waste reduction tips. 

Interviewed by  
Yazar Yasemin

Kathryn 
Kellogg

Could you tell us about yourself 
and your journey of transitioning 
into zero waste living?

When I was 20, I discovered 6 lumps in my 
breast. Thankfully, they were benign but 
the whole experience made me think about 
what I put in and on my body. I learned a 
lot of the products we use aren’t thoroughly 
tested. Beyond that, I learned that 
plastic has BPA and BPS which are easily 
transferred from the plastic to our products 
and food. They are endocrine disrupters 
that mimic oestrogen. Pretty much, the 
last thing I needed. Beyond just the health 
implications of plastic, nature can’t digest 
it. Every piece of plastic ever created 
still exists. Plastic doesn’t biodegrade, it 
photodegrades. Which means it gets smaller 
and smaller, but never goes away. It poses 
a huge threat to nature, especially marine 
life. For every microplankton in the ocean, 
there are 46 mico-plastic pieces to match. 
It’s completely in our food chain and could 
wipe out an entire eco-system. It’s a big deal. 
I quit using toxic products and phased out 
any plastic I used. After that, transitioning 
into a zero waste lifestyle was pretty 
seamless. I had moved out to California and 
consistently saw all of the trash and plastic 
littering the streets. I didn’t want to be a 
part of the problem. I wanted to be a part  
of the solution.

Your journey was a very gradual 
one in going zero waste. It started 
with the motivation to take 
control of your health. Tell me 
about the moment you knew that 
your journey had shifted from a 
personal issue to a world issue? 

When I moved out to California, there was 
(and is) plastic and trash everywhere. It’s 
all over the streets, and we live so close to 
the bay. It’s only a couple of blocks away. So 
much pollution is swept in through storm 
drains and blowing in the water. I started 
doing more research and found out that 80% 
of all trash and plastic in the ocean is from 
inland. I knew the problem wasn’t centered 
solely on coastal towns but in all towns. 
All storm drains lead to the sea. This and a 
really cheesy poster that said: if you’re not 
a part of the solution you’re a part of the 
pollution. Really made me want to spread 
the word as far and wide as I could. I kind 
of like living on the earth and breathing 
oxygen…

Do you recycle more since going 
zero waste?

No, I recycle less. Zero waste is about 
recycling less not more. Zero waste isn’t just 
about the landfill; it’s also about resource 
production. It goes so much deeper than 
just trash. Trash is planned obsolescence. 
It’s wasted resources. For every pound of 
trash (4.4lbs for the average American) 
we throw away, 7lbs was created in the 
waste upstream. That’s essentially 31lbs 
of trash a day *PER* person. Think of all 

those resources being used. It’s completely 
unsustainable. I think Earth Overshoot Day 
is a perfect example. Each year there’s a day 
that marks how many resources the earth 
can produce sustainably in one years time. 
Last year it came at the beginning of August. 
Just barely halfway through the year. 
We’re using two earths worth of resources 
to make products that are thrown into a 
giant hole in the ground where they will 
never decompose. Maybe we should start 
rethinking the way we do things.

What were you doing before GZW?

Pretty much all of the same stuff. I still work 
at a print shop and perform professionally 
in the bay area. Before I moved out to 
California I was doing professional theatre 
full time. I don’t do theatre as much as I’d 
like, only about 2-3 shows a year. I’d really 
like to get back to full-time eventually.  
It’s just hard workingmany hours with 
the blog.

What has been the most exciting 
part of GZW?

The best part has been getting to watch the 
zero waste movement grow. What we’re 
doing makes sense. It’s easy and it’s super 
beneficial to your mental and physical 
health. Plus, you save a lot of money! Who 
wouldn’t want to lead a healthier lifestyle 
for themselves and the planet?

Changing the way we buy and 
consume food seems to be an 
important part of transitioning into 
a zero waste life. Is that an area in 
which we generate a lot of plastic 
waste?

Food packaging is one of the largest sources 
of packaging waste, and we buy groceries 
almost every week. It’s also some of the 
easiest changes you can make. Most food 
that comes in a package isn’t real food. By 
focusing on eating real food, you’re eating 
a lot more produce which typically comes 
without a package. Also, instead of using 
plastic produce bags you can bring your 
own cloth bags. When you buy grains, you 
can bring your own cloth bags for those 
as well. I have also loved getting to meet 
some amazing people who really care 
about making a difference. Everyone is so 
passionate about creating a better world.  
It’s a great group of people to run with. 

How can we shop for clothes in a 
more conscious way? Has your 
closet evolved?

Shopping second hand is a great thing you 
can do for the environment. It prevents 
perfectly good items from going to a landfill, 
and it prevents new resources from being 
used in production. I moved to California, 
and I was not prepared for the weather. It’s 
freezing in the morning and night but SO 
hot during the day. You have to dress in so 
many layers. I’ve slowly been changing my 
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Plastic does not understand 
borders. What you throw at others, 
and what comes to you has been 
thrown elsewhere.
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m Another effect of the plastic tide that goes 
beyond visual is its potentiality to change 
entire ecosystems. “Plastic is not just an 
aesthetic problem,” says marine biologist 
David Barnes of the British Antarctic Survey. 
“It can actually change entire ecosystems.” 
He has documented that plastic debris 
which floats on the oceans, acts as rafts for 
small sea creatures to grow and travel on. 
This represents a potential threat for the 
marine environment should an alien species 
become established. It is postulated that the 
slow speed at which plastic debris crosses 
oceans makes it an ideal vehicle for this.  
The organisms have plenty of time to adapt 
to different water and climatic conditions.
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Marine litter cause serious economic losses 
to various sectors and authorities. Among 
the most seriously affected are coastal 
communities (increased expenditures 
for beach cleaning, public health and 
waste disposal), tourism (loss of income, 
bad publicity), shipping (costs associated 
with fouled propellers, damaged engines, 
litter removal and waste management in 
harbors), fishing (reduced and lost catch, 
damaged nets and other fishing gear, 
fouled propellers, contamination), fish 
farming and coastal agriculture. In a 2007 
Fortune Magazine article about India, it was 
written that the costs of river pollution to 
the economy are enormous. Waterborne 
diseases are India’s leading cause of 
childhood mortality. Shreekant Gupta, a 
professor at the Delhi School of Economics 
who specializes in the environment, 
estimates that lost productivity from 
death and disease resulting from river 
pollution and other environmental damage 
is equivalent to about 4 percent of gross 
domestic product.

Resource consumption. They need oil for 
their production. Spain is highly dependent 
on oil, by 99%. Petroleum is a raw material 
that has expiration date in the medium 
term. It is estimated that in 80 years. 
For this reason, the change of habits is 
necessary and will be obligatory in a few 
years. We should not wait. 
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Woodring from Project Kaisei, said that 
assessments of the impact of plastic 
debris on phytoplankton, zooplankton, 
and mesopelagic (midwater) fishes are 
undergoing. The samples collected from the 
seawater will be subject to more scientific 
studies for the toxicity of the plastics 
and how this is really affecting our food 
chain (in ways that are only just becoming 
known… and not good ways).  Katsuhiko 
Saido, Ph.D said, “We found that plastic 
in the ocean actually decomposes (…) 
giving rise to yet another source of global 
contamination that will continue into 
the future.” Furthermore, as Saido added: 
“We are concerned that plastic pollution 
is also caused by these invisible materials 
and that it will harm marine life.” While 
the potential toxicity of these tiny plastic 
constituents is still understudied for much 
of marine life, plastics are abundant in 
many forms. Plastics, including polystyrene, 
are common in the wads of accumulated, 
undigested matter that young black-footed 
albatrosses cough up before they fledge. 
Plastics present a unanimously accepted 
and proven toxic challenge to marine life, 
and subsequently to humans, is one of the 
biggest challenges facing scientists right.
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s From the whale, sea lions, and birds 

to the microscopic organisms called 
zooplankton, plastic has been, and is, 
greatly affecting marine life, i.e animals on 
shore and off shore, whether by ingestion 
or entanglement. In a 2006 report, Plastic 
Debris in the World’s Oceans, Greenpeace 
stated that at least 267 different species are 
known to have suffered from entanglement 
and ingestion of plastic debris. The 
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Administration said that plastic debris kills 
an estimated 100,000 marine mammals 
annually, millions of birds and fishes. The 
largest pieces of marine plastic debris, miles 
long discarded fishing nets and lines mostly, 
take an obvious toll on animals. These 
derelicts nets, called ghost nets, snare and 
drown thousands of larger sea creatures 
per year, such as seals, sea lions, dolphins, 
sea turtles, sharks, dugons, crocodiles, 
seabirds, crabs, and other creatures. Acting 
as designed, these nets restrict movement 
causing starvation, laceration, infection, 
and, in animals that need to return to the 
surface to breathe, suffocation. 

On shores, researchers have also watched 
in horror as hungry turtles wolf down 
jellyfish-like plastic bags and seabirds 
mistake old lighters and toothbrushes for 
fish, choking when they try to regurgitate 
the plastic trash for their starving chicks. 
In the waters, plastic bags specifically, can 
be mistaken as food and consumed by a 
wide range of marine species, especially 
those that consume jellyfish or squid, which 
look similar when floating in the water 
column. When plastic ingestion occurs, it 
blocks the digestive tract, gets lodged in 
animals windpipes cutting airflow causing 
suffocation, or fills the stomach, resulting 
in malnutrition, starvation and potentially 
death. Indeed, it is found that debris often 
accumulates in the animals’ gut and give a 
false sense of fullness, causing the animal to 
stop eating and slowly starve to death. The 
smaller the pieces of plastic get, the more 
dangerous they are to marine organisms. 
Fragmented plastic, specifically nurdles and 
small size mermaid tears, are found in the 
stomach of smaller sea creatures as well: 
fish, birds, marine mammal, reptile, jelly 
fish, select plastic pellets as they resemble 
fish eggs.
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Portadeta de la secció: Aquatic environment.
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More and more acid

battery acid sulfuric acid vinegar gasy drink acid rain milk pure water seawater sodium bicarbonate detergent ammoniac soapy water bleach scrapers cleaner

5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

V. More and more acid
En aquest reportatge s’ha volgut assenyalar 
el canvi de pH que està patint les aigües 
oceàniques, i el perill que això suposa. 

Els recursos gràfics utilitzats són: 
— A la part superior de la pàgina hi ha la  
    taula de pH. A l’esquerra estan els pH més    
    àcids, i a la dreta els més neutres.  
— El text pren el color del pH segons on  
     estigui situat de la pàgina.  
— Un degradat taronja va tenyint imatges. 
— Imatges en duotò blau o taronja. 
— Els colors per destacar seran el taronja  
     i el blau clar. 
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The pH scale ranges 
from 0 to 14. At the 
bottom of the scale are 
strong acids and at the 
upperare strong bases.

A decrease in pH of 0.1 
means that the water has 
become 30% more acidic. 
The pH of the surface 
water will drop to 7.8.

difficult for marine organisms to preserve 
their new calcareous shells. This has a 
particularly noticeable effect on the marine 
fauna, in particular on the one that requires 
this substance to manufacture its shells, 
shells, exoskeletons and other protective or 
support structures. The most affected species 
directly belong to the following groups: 
corals, mollusks, crustaceans, echinoderms, 
coccolithophorids, foraminifera. The most 
notable and pointed effect is that of coral 
bleaching. There are immense surfaces 
covered by corals in our oceans, essentially 
in tropical latitudes. The areas covered 
by them are the submarine equivalent of 
tropical forests. They are the areas where 
there is greater biodiversity of the entire 
ocean. Coral bleaching is a process suffered 
by the coral when it is under stress and 
which can end its death if the circumstances 
that cause it are maintained. Acidification is 
one of the detonating factors of bleaching 
and usually goes hand in hand with the 
increase in water temperature caused by 
climate change. Acidification can cause a 
reduction of plankton that as it is known 
will affect species that depend on it to 
feed. The plankton is formed by a mixture 
of species, in many cases larvae of species 
of larger sizes. Affected 
organisms may suffer 
deformities in their shells or 
have to live with more fragile 
shells that make them more 
vulnerable to attacks by their 
predators. Acidification is a 
worrying phenomenon due 
to the uncontrollable nature 
of its scope and its effects. 
Having the potential to affect 
steps close to the base of the 
trophic chains of virtually 
all marine ecosystems can cause major 
alterations in the populations of all species.

A large number of marine species may be 
in danger of continuing to increase. They 
can be extinguished locally or globally. Even 
ignoring that any species has the same right 
to exist as we do, the collapse of a species 
without commercial interest can trigger 
others of species that do. Of course, there 
has been no precedent for an ocean as acid 
as we face in historical times, but you have 
to go back at least 40-50 million years to 
find a situation similar to what may happen 
at the end of this century. It is probably 
impossible to foresee the consequences 
accurately, but considering that 50% of the 
world’s population lives close to the oceans 
and that a large number of people depend 
on it to live and feed themselves, it is easy 
to realize that united acidification to other 
circumstances it can be as disastrous for 
the human being as for many of the beings 
that inhabit the oceans. Like other processes 
linked to climate change, such radical and 
sudden changes in the oceanic pH have 
never been seen in the geological history 

of the earth. The fact that the change is 
abrupt makes the adaptation of the species 
more difficult, through displacement, 
evolution, etc. The fact of radical change is 
frightening because of the danger perceived 
by the international community of crossing 
some kind of point of no return, from 
which it can not be turned. In the 1990s an 
international team of scientists undertook 
an ambitious research project that consisted 
of collecting and analyzing more than 
77,000 samples of seawater from different 
depths and places in the world. It was a 
work of 15 years, which revealed that the 
oceans have absorbed 30% of the carbon 
dioxide emitted by mankind in the last 
two centuries. And they continue to absorb 
around one million tons per hour. For life 
on land, this process is positive, since each 
ton of CO2 that the ocean removes from the 
atmosphere is one ton less that contributes 
to global warming. For marine life, on the 
other hand, the picture is very different. 
The director of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration of the United 
States, marine ecologist Jane Lubchenco, has 
said that acidification is the “equally bad 
twin” of global warming. 

 
 
 
 
 

At the bottom of the scale are strong 
acids, such as hydrochloric acid, which 
releases hydrogen easily (more easily than 
hydrogen). carbonic acid). At the upper 
end are strong bases, such as caustic soda. 
Pure distilled water has a pH of 7, which is 
neutral. Seawater should be slightly basic 
or alkaline, with a pH of about 8.2 near 
the surface. So far, CO emisiones emissions 
have reduced the pH of surface water by 
0.1 points. But like the Richter scale, the pH 
scale is logarithmic, so even the smallest 
numerical changes represent large-scale 
effects. A decrease in pH of 0.1 means that 
the water has become 30% more acidic. If 
current trends hold, the pH of the surface 
water will drop to 7.8 by 2100. 

On the other hand, natural processes that 
could counteract acidification (such as the 
erosion of rocks on land) are too slow to 
produce visible effects on a human temporal 
scale. Although CO emisiones emissions 
ceased today, the chemistry of the ocean 
would take tens of thousands of years to 
recover the conditions before the industrial 
era. Acidification has multiple effects. By 
favoring the proliferation of some marine 
microorganisms over others, it is likely to 
alter the availability of certain essential 
nutrients such as iron and nitrogen. For 
similar reasons, it is possible to let more 
sunlight penetrate the surface waters. 
By modifying the basic chemistry of the 
sea, acidification could reduce up to 40% 
the capacity of seawater to dampen low 
frequency sounds, which would cause some 
parts of the ocean to become noisier. Finally, 
the higher acidity interferes with the 
reproduction of some species and the ability 
of others (so-called calcifiers) to produce 
shells and skeletons of calcium carbonate. 
These last effects are the best documented, 
but it is not known if they will be the most 
determinant in the long term.

In 2008, more than 150 front-line 
researchers signed a statement in which 
they expressed deep concern about the 
recent rapid changes in ocean chemistry, 
which in a matter of decades could seriously 
affect marine organisms, the chains food, 
biodiversity and fishing activity. Coral reefs 
with warm waters are the main cause for 
concern. However, since carbon dioxide 
dissolves more easily in cold water, it is 
possible that the consequences first appear 
closer to the poles. Significant effects have 
already been observed in pteropods, tiny 
swimming molluscs that constitute an 
important source of food for fish, whales 
and birds, both in the Arctic and Antarctic. 
Experiments have shown that the shells of 
the pteropods grow more slowly in acidified 
seawater. Will marine organisms be able to 
adapt to the new chemistry of the ocean? 
The data from Castello Aragonese are not 
encouraging. When I visited the island, Hall-
Spencer told me that volcanic fissures have 
been spitting CO2 for at least a thousand 
years. But in the area where the pH is 7.8 
(the level that could reach the entire ocean 
at the end of this century), almost a third 
of the species present in the surroundings 
are missing, outside the CO de emanation 
system. According to Hall-Spencer, these 
species have had many generations to adapt. 

Seriously affect marine 
organisms, the chains 
food, biodiversity and 
fishing activity.
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A chemical oceanographer with a PhD in 
marine chemistry. Her research focuses  
on climate change and ocean acidification.

Interviewed by  
Joseph Cheek

Agneta 
Fransson

How serious problem is ocean 
acidification in the Arctic?

 
It’s becoming a serious problem. Earth’s 
oceans have taken up more than 30% of 
human-generated carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emissions, and this has decreased the pH 
of the ocean water by 30% on average. As 
pH decreases, so does the concentration 
of carbonate ions (CO32-) in the water. 
Organisms like shellfish that form calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3) shells and skeletons 
need significant amounts of carbonate ions 
in the water in order to form their shells 
and skeletons. Lower pH can also affect the 
ability of certian organisms to reproduce.
Maintaining the right chemical balance in 
the oceans is important for the health of the 
organisms that live there. 

Where have measurements on 
ocean acidification been taken in 
the Arctic?

 
We don’t have many long-term time series 
measurements of pH in the High Arctic, 
but we do have measurements that indicate 
that pH has decreased in the Icelandic Sea 
where scientists have observed in a 20-year 
study a pH decrease of 0.002 pH units per 
year due to increased CO2concentrations 
in the water, which have increased an 
average of 2.1 parts per million (ppm) 
per year. These observations show that 
changes are happening at a rate twice as 
fast as predicted by models. Scientists have 
also observed decreased pH and decreased 
calcium carbonate concentrations in the 
surface waters on the continental shelves 
along the Arctic coasts. This is mainly due 
to freshwater influx from melting icecaps 
and rivers emptying into the Arctic Ocean. 
A decrease in pH in winter has also been 
observed along the continental shelves, 
due to certain biogeochemical processes 
such as decay and respiration of organic 
matter by bacteria, which produces CO2. 
As climate change is expected to increase 
local warming, ice melt, permafrost melt, 
river water influx, ocean acidification in the 
Arctic is expected to increase in the coming 
years.

How does freshwater runoff from 
rivers decrease the pH of the 
ocean water?

 
Freshwater runoff from rivers flowing into 
the Arctic contributes to ocean acidification 
because river water from North America 
and Eurasia usually contains large amounts 
of organic matter. This organic matter 
leads to an increase in CO2 in the water 
due to remineralization of organic matter 
by organisms, which produces CO2, and 
an undersaturation of calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3) in the water. The type of bedrock in 
rivers influences the alkalinity of the water 
that flows out of them into the Arctic Ocean.

Are Arctic waters more susceptible 
to ocean acidification compared to 
the rest of the world’s oceans? If 
so, why?

 
The Arctic Ocean has had high 
concentrations of CO2 dissolved in it since 
historical times. This is due to physical 
processes such as cooling of the relatively 
fresh surface water, which causes this 
surface water to sink below the surface 
towards the bottom of the ocean. When 
this colder, denser water sinks, it sequesters 
atmospheric CO2 in the Arctic Ocean.  
So this results in the Arctic Ocean having 
a much lower pH and concentrations of 
carbonate ions (CO32-) compared to other 
oceans of the world. The water in the Arctic 
is also colder. Since CO2 is much more 
soluble in cold water than it is in warm 
water, this makes it easier for the ocean to 
take up more CO2. In addition, as sea ice 
cover continues to retreat in the Arctic, 
there will be more open water, which may 
allow for more direct CO2 uptake into the 
ocean, and further lowering the ocean’s 
pH. And, as I mentioend earlier, freshwater 
influx from rivers empyting into the Arctic 
ocean, along with melting sea ice, also 
contribute to lowering the pH.

What kind of impacts on 
ecosystems can one expect in the 
Arctic?

 
Some organisms will not do so well 
because of increased ocean acidification. 
Some species may disappear all together.
The ability of shellfish to build their shells 
will be impacted. In addition, lower pH 
will have an effect of the metabolism of 
many organisms as well as their ability to 
function on a day-to-day basis. Due to the 
new stressors they face, some organisms 
may become smaller and not develop 
properly, and, as a consequence, have 
problems reproducing. So the populations 
of these species will drop, and the species 
that depend on these shellfish and other 
marine organisms in the ecosystem as a 
food source will also be impacted. At the 
same time, some species will do well under 
the changing environment. Phytoplankton 
(which are primary producers in the food 
web in the Arctic Ocean), will be favoured 
by increased CO2 so the more CO2 available 
to them, the more they grow. But extremely 
large phytoplankton growth could have 
an impact throughout the ecosystem and 
the food web in the presence of more 
phytoplankton. The food web in the 
Arctic Ocean is sensitive. So a significant 
increase in the population of one species 
or the disappearance of another could have 
dramatic ripple effects on the entire Arctic 
marine ecosystem. The additional effects 
of increased climate change such as ice 
melt, more freshwater and warming, in 
combination with ocean acidification.

battery acid seawatersulfuric acid sodium bicarbonatevinegar detergentgasy drink ammoniacacid rain soapy watermilk bleachpure water scrapers cleaner

If something drastic happens in 
the pH of the oceans, all marine 
ecosystems will be affected 
later.

th
or

n
y These thorny bottom dwellers, along with 

starfish, face similar threats with their 
thinner, slower-growing exoskeletons. 
Unlike mollusks and corals that grow at a 
faster rate, the calcium carbonate-calcite 
that comprises its hard parts dissolves more 
quickly than does the calcium-aragonite 
carbonate from which corals and mollusks 
are made, so it puts them at even greater 
risk. sea urchin larvae reared in acidified 
water are deformed and more vulnerable to 
predators. These invertebrates play a crucial 
role in the maintenance of reef ecosystems 
by the consumption of algae and the 
prevention of blooms.

pl
an

kt
on

Phytoplankton and zooplankton are the 
basis of marine food chains. Animals 
ranging in size from fish to whales 
depend on them as an important source 
of nutrients. Like corals and mollusks, 
certain plankton also possess calcium 
carbonate bodies and, therefore, are also in 
danger as their shells are weakened by the 
acidification of the oceans. Without them as 
a source of food, the whole ocean will feel 
the effect.

P
ro

o
fs

oy
st

er
s 

an
d 

m
u

ss
el

s Oysters, mussels and clams show an evident 
deterioration of growth in their capacities; 
those that are producing are thinner and 
brittle, and they also take longer to grow. 
Larvae also die for miles of millions, since 
they can not form their initial capabilities. 
In some coastal areas, water acidification is 
already serious; In this nursery, production 
has been reduced by half, which hinders 
the growth of larvae. CO2 is corrosive to 
the shells and skeletons of many marine 
organisms, since when in contact with water 
it produces carbonic acid. The shells of these 
animals are mostly made up of two different 
types of calcium carbonates, calcite and 
aragonite, which are affected to a greater 
extent by the greater presence of carbon 
dioxide. If the calcifying marine species 
decreased due to this process, the effects on 
the trophic chain could be significant.  
A case analyzed in the meeting was the one 
of the pterópodos, small snails of very light 
shell, that are part of the diet of the young 
pink salmon. It has been estimated that a 
10% drop in pteropods could lead to a 20% 
decrease in the young salmon population.

ofi
u
ra An ofiura can tolerate acidified water with a 

high concentration of CO2. It also tolerates 
water with triclosan, a potent antimicrobial 
agent present in many soaps and skin 
creams that, with sewage, increasingly 
reaches the sea in greater quantities. But 
when an ofiura has to live at the same 
time with high concentrations of CO2 and 
triclosan, as its descendants may have to do 
in the future, it loses its arms.

cl
ow

n
fi
sh

The fact that she takes care of shells does 
not mean that the fish damaged the harmful 
effects of ocean acidification. The clownfish 
raised in water did not recognize the 
chemical signals that guide it to its habitat, 
the tentacles of an anemone. In the levels of 
acidity that may be common at the end of 
the century, the fish do not respond to the 
sounds of predators. They can not hear, they 
can not decipher or act on warning signs. 
If it takes several decades for the oceans to 
reach these more acidic levels, there is a 
possibility, the team says, fish can adapt.
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

VI. Without glaciers and poles
El tema d’aquest reportatge és la 
descongelació de les regions polars i dels 
glacials que hi ha al planeta, i que si segueix 
com fins ara, tot aquest gel serà aigua.

Els recursos gràfics utilitzats són: 
— El text simula una gran massa de gel, que  
     a mesura que va passant el reportatge es  
     va desfent fins a convertir-se en aigua.  
— El color per destacar és el blanc.
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Article by  JESPER OLSEN/ Photos by JAMES BALOG

The glaciers are like wild animals.
In the pre-industrial era we feared them as if they 
were wolves, wolves capable of swallowing entire 
villages. By the end of the 19th century they had 

become a tourist attraction; in Switzerland one could 
access the delglaciar entrails of the Rhone through a 
tunnel that opened each summer next to the Hotel 

Belvedere. At that time we also began to create a 
world in which the day could come when the glaciers 

have no place. But for now, those wild beasts are still 
there. They breathe. The snow piles up and turns 

into ice in the highest areas of  
a glacier.

 
“The glacier 

inhales in winter and 
exhales in summer,” explains 

Matthias Huss, a young glaciologist at 
the University of Freiburg, Switzerland. In 

August, a quarter of the water that carries 
the Rhone River comes from the melting of 

the glaciers. They move. When the ice mass 
reaches a sufficient thickness, it begins to flow. 

“If it does not move, it’s stagnant ice, not a glacier,” 
says Dan Fagre as he points out a white patch in 

Montana’s Glacier National Park. He has worked there 
for 20 years as an ecologist specializing in climate change. 

Now there are 25 active glaciers in the park, but a century ago 
they were 150. Many disappeared before we mapped them. We 
know that they existed for their moraines, the piles of debris 
washed away and deposited by the glaciers. They reigned Twenty 
thousand years ago Switzerland was a sea of   ice; only the 
highest areas of the Alps stood out, like islands sculpted by the 
wind. The remains of that glaciation had a slight resurgence 
in the nineteenth century, at the end of what we know as the 

small ice age. A daguerreotype of 1849 shows the front of 
the Rhone glacier at a level 500 meters lower from where 

it is today; it fell down the steep slope, with its rocks of 
ice bathed in a bluish light, and crawled along the 

bottom of the valley like a frozen amoeba. An 
amoeba several stories high. The boldness 

to rub shoulders with monsters of that 
caliber during the small age of 

the ice allowed the 
  

 
scientists to realize from the 
moraines and other footprints at the top of 
the mountains- that in the past there were important 
glaciations.  This is how we learned that the climate of 
the Earth can undergo profound changes. 

If we were not provoking ourselves now, 
if nature were still in control, another ice 
age would occur within amillennium.

On the other hand, if we burn all the coal, oil and gas 
that is still underground, we will melt every last bit of 
ice. The glaciers remind us that we are at a crossroads. 
They fight. As the planet warms up, the glaciers seek 
a balance: an altitude and a mass in which the snow 
they accumulate is equal to the ice that melts. They 
struggle to adapt, but it’s not easy, Meteorology is 
a local phenomenon, and the struggle is individual; 
that’s why a few glaciers on Earth are still advancing, 
but only a few, and none of them are in the Alps. Half of 
the alpine ice has melted during the last century, enough 
to fill all the lakes of Switzerland. Huss predicts that between 
80 and 90% of the ice that still remains will have disappeared 
by 2100. The Rhone glacier has receded; It is no longer visible 
from the valley. Now it ends just above the Hotel Belvedere, and 
in summer you can still access its interior. To see it in winter, 
when it is alone in its element and the road that leads to the 
hotel is closed to traffic, you have to climb a mountain with 
snowshoes. From there, while the crows fly in circles 
and the snow swirls around you, the beast 
is at your feet.

5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

Pàgines dobles del reportatge VI.

What 
do you 

expect of 
the upcoming 

Conference on 
Climate Change in 

Paris (COP21)?
 
I’m a scientist, not a politician! 
As a citizen, I hope some 
good will come out of it… 
As scientists, all we can do 
is continue to observe and 
communicate our results 
as we see and understand 
them. It is essential to 

perform experiments to 
explain why changes 

are occurring. I hope 
that the abundance 

of empirical 
evidence will 

convince  
not only  

 
 

 
 

the general 
public, but also 

decision makers and 
politicians that prompt action 
is necessary.

How did you get 
interested in this 
programme?

 
I did my bachelors and 
masters in Physics. I was 
interested in doing my PhD 
in an area which is related to 
physics. Glaciers, climate and 
cryosphere research are areas 
where the backbone is physics 
and geophysics. I learned of 
this collaborative programme 
between India and Norway 
when an advertisement came 
out on the website of the 
National Centre for Antarctic 
and Ocean Research. I applied, 
was called for an interview, 
and was lucky enough to be 
accepted for the programme.

Tell us about the topic 
of your research. 

I am doing PhD on glaciers in 
Svalbard. To be specific, I am 
working in Kongsfjord area 
which is close to Ny-Ålesund 
in North-West Svalbard. 
Kongsfjord is surrounded by 
glaciers of different shape 
and sizes. I am investigating 
how glaciers interact with 
different energy fluxes which 
are responsible for melt and 
also on how different parts 

of a glacier gain mass 
precipitation. 

These all are being 
used to create an energy 
balance model to understand 
how much melt water is 
produced in particular time 
interval and how much water 
is added to the fjord. Also my 
work looks at the mechanism 
of how melt water is 
transported through different 
channels before disappearing 
into the fjord.

What is the importance 
of this research?

 
Glaciers are a source of fresh 
water. Meltwater from the 
glaciers ends up into the 
fjord which contains salt 
water (sea water). The mixing 
of fresh water with the sea 
water of the fjord influences 
the ecosystem of the fjord 
– that is where much of the 
life systems flourish. This 
information is also of interest 
to oceanographers who are 
doing modelling this area to 
know how much fresh water is 
mixed in different time of the 
year. In general, glaciers are 
very vulnerable to changing 
climate. We need to study 
them to understand the impact 
of climate change. Apart from 
sea level rise, they need to 
be studied to understand the 
past climate. In the Himalayas 
many big rivers originate 
from glaciers and significant 
percentage of peoples’ life is 
dependent on these rivers. 

Does your 
particular work relate 
to the Himalayas?

 
Yes, this study could be applied 
to glacier research in the 
Himalayas as well. My present 

work is to understand  
 

the processes that are 
happening on surface and 
subsurface of glaciers. 
Although the climate in Arctic 
and climate in Himalayas is 
very different but the basic 
physics of glaciers is not very 
different. So, the knowledge 
(modelling and field work) 
that I am gaining by working 
in arctic glaciers would be 
very useful for research in 
Himalayas as well.

Has being in Tromso 
helped you in your 
research?

 
Yes, certainly, being in 
Norwegian Polar Institute in 
Tromsø helped me a lot in 
my research. NPI [Norwegian 
Polar Institute] is working on 
glaciers in both Arctic and 
Antarctic for long time. They 
have experienced logistic 
personnel as well as scientists. 
We need to go through safety 
and rescue training for the 
glacier field work. Undertaking 
this training with experienced 
personnel made me learn 
better safety training. Working 
with the scientists during field 
work as well as modelling 
helped me to enrich my 
knowledge in both the areas 
of this research which is very 
important in this field.

What do you see 
yourself doing in the 
future, now that 2.5 
years of your 3 years 
is over?

 
I love my work. I would like to 
continue working on glaciers 
in Arctic. I also would like to 
work on Himalayan glaciers. I 
want to continue and explore  
this area of research with 
further study. If opportunity 

arises, I would like to 
contribute on the Indian 
research on both Arctic and 
Himalayas in future through 
my work.

You liken glaciers to 
people. Your words 
make glaciers alive, 
ever-changing which 
they are. What made 
you decide to study 
glaciers?

 
Glaciers struck a chord in me. 
For a long time they were 
those things up there on those 
mountains. But exploring my 
first glacier, listening to the 
ice, seeing the hourly changes, 
the perceptible breathing in 
and out of the ice, the roar of 
the water coursing through 
just under the surface—it 
started to make sense to me 
in a way that is unfortunately 
hard to explain. It was like 
sitting in a room with old 
friends. I was comfortable with 
ice and completely happy.

You lead glacial 
student expeditions for 
National Geographic. 
In your work you see 
first-hand retreating 
and melting glaciers. 
What are some of the 
most heart-rendering 
experiences you’ve 
had?

 
Just this last month I was with 
National Geographic Student 
Expeditions in Iceland, 
and we were out on the 
Svinafellsjokull glacier. Mind 
you, this is a glacier I’ve been 
visiting every year for the last 
six years. While we were out 
on the ice, we rappelled down 
into an 

enormous 
dry moulin. 
Moulins are the 
tubes carved by water 
that run through a 
glacier. The one we were 
in—the first one I’ve ever 
accessed on this glacier—
didn’t have water flowing 
through it. Essentially, then, 
we were in this enormous 
tunnel in the ice, and 
everything surrounding 
us was dripping. The 
light was a stunning 
milky blue, and the 
experience was 
incredibly visceral. 
What struck 
me, and I still 
carry with 
me, is how 
something 
so 
beautiful 
like that was 
available in 
large part due 
to the glacier’s 
rapid change._
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

Díptic contracoberta 
Convivència de dos gramatges diferents:  
a la part esquerra és el final de l’últim 
reportatge, i a la dreta és l’inici del díptic de  
la contracoberta i es deixarà en blanc.
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Díptic contracoberta
Imatge global en monotò vermell com  
el de la coberta.
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Nº1

Díptic contracoberta 
En la contracoberta hi ha els continguts que 
trobarem en el següent número de la revista, 
seguint la mateixa estructura i disseny que  
la coberta.
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Cobertes
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Web

Loading 
Aquests són recursos gràfics utilitzats al llarg 
de tot el web i que li donen identitat: 
— Tot el web és en blanc i negre, menys les  
     fotografies que són en color. 
— L’arquitectura del web s’ha creat a partir  
     de la tipografia i la divisió de la pantalla 
     en diferents mòduls. 
— Les dues tipografies utilitzades són les  
     mateixes que les de la revista.
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Web

Menú 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Web

Submenú “Magazine” 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Web

Pàgines de la secció “Magazine”. 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Web

Submenú “New facts” 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Web

Pàgines de la secció “New facts”. 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Web

Submenú “Solutions” 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Web

Pàgina de la secció “New facts”. 
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Web

Submenú “About us” 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Web

Pàgines de la secció “About us”. 
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Instagram

En aquests temps de rapidesa i impacte 
visual, és molt necessari tenir una via 
d’actuació a Instagram. 

La funció principal en aquesta aplicació és 
que es converteixi en un lloc de denúncia, 
on els usuaris poden etiquetar, amb el hastag 
#ultimatum, fotografies que evidencïin que 
l’acció humana està perjudicant el planeta.

El que és important en aquesta aplicació 
és que els missatges siguin clars, curts i 
contundents i les imatges prou impactants 
per captar l’atenció dels usuaris. Amb la 
participació d’ells, es va creant una xarxa 
de conscienciació a partir de la mateixa 
observació. 
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Primer es publica una imatge descriptiva 
sobre el tema que es vol conscienciar.

Després es publica una imatge de text on 
es presenta el títol i una petita descrpció.

Finalment, en format col·lecció es 
publiquen fotografies que han enviat els 
usuaris de la revista.
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Vídeo promocional

Per donar a conèixer el projecte i difondre 
la revista, s’ha creat un vídeo promocional 
de curta durada per ser penjat a les xarxes 
socials i aconseguir ressò.

El vídeo mostra imatges en moviment de 
gran impacte sobre els temes que tractats 
en el projecte. El que es pretén amb aquest 
vídeo és captar l’atenció dels usuaris, i que 
aquests tinguin la necessitat de saber-ne més 
i que s’interessin pel projecte. 

La primera part del vídeo és totalment 
tipogràfic, on es mostren uns missatges clars 
per situar l’usuari sobre el tema.
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Ultimatum.

However, we only need to look around  
and see the consequences.

The deterioration is real.

Coral bleaching is real.

Climate change is real.

Sea level is real.

We have heard that humanity is changing  
the Earth, but we have not given it importance.

Climate change is real.

The deterioration is real.

Coral bleaching is real.

Extreme meteorology  is real.

Desforestation  is real.

Climate change is real.

Inscreasing Co2 is real.

Sea level is real.
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Vídeo promocional

Aquesta part del vídeo es mostren imatges 
en moviment de diferents parts del planeta 
que han estat afectats i modificats per la 
conducta humana.
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5.1. Aplicacions 

Vídeo promocional

De cop, la imatge es para i comença a anar  
enrere per representar que encara hi ha una 
petita esperança per canviar les coses.

Finalment, el vídeo torna a ser tipogràfic per 
informar del projecte i on es pot trobar.
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We are in time to reverse the situation,  
if we act now.

www.ultimatum.com

We are part of the solution.
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5.2. Materials

Tota la revista es produïrà amb un paper 
reciclat, respectant el medi ambient però 
que al mateix temps asseguri una bona 
reproducció de les imatges. 

El paper escollit és el Cyclus Offset, 
que compleix amb els certificats FSC de 
sostenibilitat i està fabricat a partir de pasta 
de paper 100% reciclada. 

— Interior: Cyclus Offset 115gr. 
— Díptics coberta i contracoberta:  
     Cyclus Offset 200gr.

5.3. Producció

— Format tancat: 237 x 324 mm  
     (240 x 336 mm amb sang). 
— Format obert: 474 x 324 mm  
     (480 x 336mm amb sang).  
— Interior: 112 pàgines 
— Total: 120 pàgines (comptant díptics) 
— Tintes: 4 + 4 (cmyk) 
— Sistema d’impressió: offset 
— Enquadernació rústica amb llom vista  
     amb fil blanc. 
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5.4. Proveïdors

Textos

Per elaborar els continguts de la revista 
i el web és imprescindible comptar amb 
un equip propi de redactors, on hi hagi la 
presència de científics per constrastar que 
tot el contingut sigui verídic. 

També és necessària la intervenció d’un 
o més correctors, per tal que hi hagi una 
revisió acurada en termes lingüístics. 

Imatges

Per tenir el contingut gràfic, és necessària 
la col·laboració d’un equip fotogràfic que 
elabori les imatges per cada tema. 

També es podrà treballar amb fotògrafs i/o 
artistes freelance, si es necessita alguna 
imatge en concret o ens agrada el punt de 
vista del col·laborador. 

Punts de venda

La distribució de la revista es farà 
majoritàriament a llibreries i botigues 
interessades en el medi ambient i el disseny. 

A banda d’aquesta comercialització, la 
revista es podrà distribuir mitjançant 
la captació de subscriptors, a través del 
web. Aquests subscriptors serien persones 
individuals, empreses o col·lectius, 
interessades en el tema, als quals se’ls 
enviaria la subscripció anual. 

I també, a través del web, s’oferirà l’opció  
de comprar el número de la revista que  
més es desitgi.
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6.1. Conclusions

Viabilitat

Es constata a la realitat que l’acció humana 
està canviant el planeta Terra, i si no 
canviem dràsticament el nostre estil de vida, 
és possible que tot allò que ara ens envolta, 
canviï o desapareixi per sempre. Actualment, 
hi ha moltes iniciatives, plataformes i 
revistes dedicades a informar i a conscienciar 
a la humanitat del canvi climàtic, però 
algunes d’elles deixen més de banda el fet  
de commoure a l’usuari. 

ULTIMATUM ha assolit el seu objectiu que 
era tractar temes científics i naturals des 
d’un punt de vista gràfic, amb missatges 
contundents, per tal d’aconseguir que 
la humanitat es conscienciï del que està 
succeint, i poder-ho canviar.

Complexitat

Ha estat una tasca laboriosa i complexa 
decidir, sintetitzar i plasmar el concepte 
de cada reportatge, ja que com que no 
sóc experta en la matèria, m’he hagut 
d’introduir a fons en els temes que es 
tractaven en el projecte. La immersió  
i aprenentatge s’ha produït en totes les  
fases del projecte.

Des d’un inici, ja sabia que no seria fàcil 
dur a terme aquest projecte, ja que durant 
els quatre anys de carrera, poques vegades 
he realitzat un projecte de caràcter més 
experimental. Però des d’un principi vaig 
veure clar que el treball de final de grau,  
sent un projecte de llarga durada, era 
l’adequat per posar-me jo mateixa el repte. 

Conscienciació

Personalment, aquest projecte ha suposat un 
abans i un després en la meva vida personal 
a l’hora de veure i concebre el planeta. Des 
de ben petita, sempre m’ha cridat l’atenció la 
conducta humana envers el planeta. Ha sigut 
un tema recurrent en tot el meu creixement 
com a persona, però al mateix temps aquesta 
preocupació apareixia de forma involuntària, 
sense ser gaire conscient de la importància 
que tenia sobre mi mateixa. 

Per sort, durant el llarg procés del projecte, 
he patit una conscienciació sobre el canvi 
climàtic i m’ha permès que, aquell neguit 
innocent i inconscient, es transformi amb 
eines i amb ganes de poder canviar la meva 
forma de viure. 
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